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S T E L L I N G E N

:1. Het argument dat het verval van baryonium geremd wordt t.g.vv.

een impulsmoment barrière is ook. toepasbaar op antiproton--—™- - •--- - •

- •. proton annihilatie. • ',' f ,•_ • '•-' ''.•".'• "S .--, .-

Çhan Hong Mo and H. Hogaasen, .Phys. Lett. B72(1977)iî21

2.,Het toepassen van de ëquivalénte';foton benadering.bij dë,berekening

van de produktie ;van .toestanden met grote invariante^massa,b.v.

e+e~V "e +vW, dicht .bij deldrempel resulteert in het algemeen in

een Steigrote werkzame-doorsnede'.

3. De eigenschappen-van het S-meson leiden niet ondubbelzinnig

tot een baryonium interpretatie van deze resonantie.

4. Bij de spinbepaling van het S-meson door A.A. Carter zijn de

experimentele gegevens onzorgvuldig genanteerd.

A.A. Carter, Nucl. Phys. B132(1978)176

5. Het afnemen van de diffusiecoëfficient bij hoge dichtheden wordt

wel veroorzaakt door "back scattering" maar niet zoals door

J.H. Dymond en B.J. Aider aangenomen wordt door "back scattering"

bij de eerste botsing.

J.H. Dymond and B.J. Alder, The Journ. of Chem. Phys. 45(6) ,2061(1966)

6. Het ontbreken van parametrische berekeningen heeft in de analyse

van Sriï geleid tot onjuiste interpretaties van een aantal niveau's.

7. De door Wegmann waargenomen variaties in massa spectrometrische

fragmentatie zijn waarschijnlijk niet uitsluitend het gevolg

van zogenaamde "active sites" in de ionenbron.

A. Wegmann, Anal. Chem. 50(6),830(1978)



8. Het feit dat de huidige verhouding tussen het aantal studentes

en studenten ingeschreven bij de Nederlandse faculteiten

Wiskunde en Natuurwetenschappen gelijk is aan die van 1950 toont

aan dat sinds 1950 het "rollenpatroon" niet verder is doorbroken

in Nederland.

9. Het standpunt van Vondeling dat nationale minderheden baat hebben

bij een sterk Europa berust op hetzelfde misverstand dat er in

de Tweede Wereldoorlog toe geleid heeft dat sommige Friese nationalisten

een "groot Europees" standpunt innamen.

10. Omdat tot nu toe de E.E.G. richtlijnen t.a.v. gelijke behandeling

van vrouwen en mannen niet of zeer traag verwerkt zijn in de

Nederlandse wetgeving is het niet te verwachten dat de gelijkbe-

rechtiging van de Nederlandse vrouw sneller tot stand komt door

de Europese éénwording.

.'A

Amsterdam, 6 juni 1979 J.M. de Leeuw
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PREFACE

The subject of this thesis is the investigation of the mechanism of

pp annihilation into four prongs. For this study 220K pictures of pp

interactions at 7.2 GeV/c in the CERN 2m HBC were available.

Annihilation is here^defined as the disappearance of the baryons.

Starting with two baryons, a proton and an antiproton, only mesons

are left after the interaction took place. Some specific features of

pp annihilation are: the high value of the mean transverse momentum,

<p > and the tendency of the u (IT ) to follow the direction of the

p(p) in the c.m.s. (leading particle effect). Also the abundant

production of resonances, like p°, f and g° is an interesting feature

of annihilation.

The momentum value of 7.2 GeV/c for the incoming antiprotons was

chosen, for two reasons:

1. when starting the experiment only a few small bubble chamber

experiments had been done with antiprotons of momentum higher

than 5.7 GeV/c

2. the cross section of annihilation falls rapidly with increasing

beam momentum, especially for the annihilation into four and five

pions.

Thus, to get a reasonable number of annihilation events in 220K

pictures the incoming momentum should not be chosen too high.

To enlarge the statistics for annihilation, especially for the
+ +

pp->- 77 TT TT TT events the experiment will eventually be extended to 1

million photographs. In the new experiment more laboratories, i.e.

groups from Liverpool, Athens and Vienna will be involved.

SI

1

\
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Chapter 1

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

1.1 Introduction

The pictures on which this study is based were obtained in two

exposures of the 2m CERN HBC to an RF separated beam of antiprotons

of 7.2 GeV/c. Only four prong events have been measured.

The measurements were done by an HPD in a minimum guidance mode.

A detailed description of the measurement system has been given

elsewhere [1,2],

Using the results of these measurements a geometrical reconstruction

is done and a fit is applied to the kinematical data to decide if a

certain hypothesis is possible for the event considered. With the aid

of the available ionization density the particles produced are

identified. For about the half of the events an automatic decision

system was able to identify the particles and to choose the right

hypothesis [3]. The other half of the events had to be investigated

by the human eye in some stage of the analysis, because the ionization I

density of the track was not measured, the measurements were incomplete •

or wrong, or no hypothesis was in agreement with the data available. |

After choosing the correct hypotheses belonging to a certain event, ,j

the values of the measurements and the results of the fit are •'.)

written on a magnetic tape, the so called Data Summary Tape (DST). ,j
1

All computer programs to handle and to analyse the measurements are |

based on the CERN HYDRA system. These programs are described in [2a]. |

)

In this thesis the following final states are studied: j

number of events on DST )
ft\ - + + :

( U p p ^ - T T T T T T i r 2 1 9 '

(2) pp -> IT ir IT ir ir° 2668

(3) pp -* TT IT ir ir MM 13020
(4) pp -»• K TT K~TT~ 79
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In section 1.2 the procedure for selecting the most probable

hypothesis for an event will be described when more than one

hypothesis is available on DST. The choice of the fiducial volume

is discussed in section 1.3 and the determination of the beam

contamination in section 1.4.

1,2 Seleotion of hypotheses

The kinematical fitting program selects hypotheses acceptable from

the point of view of kinematics. In addition the information on

ionization density is often needed for a further selection of

hypotheses. For this purpose an ionization probability is calculated

for each hypothesis, using the predicted and measured ionization

densities of the tracks. Using these probabilities the right

hypothesis is chosen.

It often happens that more than one hypothesis fits the available

data. However, for the analysis just one hypothesis was chosen.

This was preferred to the uncertain method of weighting the

hypotheses belonging to the same event. The method to select this

single hypothesis depends on the kind of kinematical fit. Three

types of fits are distinguished.

- The four constraint (4C) fit: all outgoing particles are charged,

thus the three-momenta and energies of all particles are known and

there are four constraints for the fit. When such a fit succeeds

the probability that the fitted hypothesis is the right one is

therefore very large.

- The one constraint fit (1C) fit: one neutral particle is produced

(a pion or a neutron for example). In this case three kinematical

quantities, e.g. the three-momentum components of this neutral

particle, have to be calculated, and only one constraint remains.

- The zero constraint fit (OC) fit, when more than one neutral

particle is produced. In this case no kinematical fit can be done.
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The selection is based on the following criteria:

- A AC fit is always preferred to a 1C or OC f i t .

- A 1C fit with a kinematical probability above 10% is preferred

to a OC f i t .

- If more 1C hypotheses with a kinematical probability larger than

10% remain the hypothesis with the largest probability is chosen.

When for an event only 1C fits with a probability smaller than 10%

and OC fits are present a special separation procedure is used,

described in section 2,6.

2 2
All 4C fits with a X smaller than 50 were accepted. This X limit was

chosen in such a way that both the loss of 4C fits and the conta-

mination by other channels are minimal. An 1C fit with a kinematical

probability smaller than 1% was rejected.

1.3 Fiducial volume

For obtaining reliable results it is important that the analysis of

an event is not biased by the position of the interaction point in

the bubble chamber. The reference system is a system of rectangular

coordinates x, y and z with the x axis along the length of the bubble

chamber or roughly the beam direction. To avoid bias the x, y and z

coordinates of the interaction point must lie between certain limits

that determine a fiducial volume in the bubble chamber.

In the transverse (y and z) directions the choice of the limits is

not critical because the beam is concentrated near the centre of the

chamber. Fiducial lengths of 30 cm and 20 cm were chosen for the y-

and z-direction, respectively.

In the x direction the lower limit is determined by the requirement

that the length of the beam track visible before the interaction

point must be at least 10 cm to determine the direction with

sufficient accuracy. The determination of the maximum x value is

more complicated and will now be described.

To determine the momentum of an outgoing track the radius of the

track has to be measured. When the sagitta of a track is too small,
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the measurement of the momentum is bad or even impossible.

Interactions in the last part of the bubble chamber (with a large

x coordinate) often have an outgoing track with a small sagitta,._

because the length of the forward outgoing tracks is too small. _".

Therefore events with a x coordinate larger than a certain value

have not been used in the analysis. , ,. , -••

This maximum value for x is obtained by considering the quantity

DME, the error on the missing energy ME.

ME is defined as follows:

rME "out 4
m. = rest mass of particle i

P- = the momentum of particle i

The quantity DME is related to the measurement errors in the

following way:

(1.2)

An event with a large x coordinate has a high probability to contain

an outgoing track with a large measurement error in the momentum.

Such an event is expected to have a large DME value. In fig. 1.1 the

distribution of DME for all events is shown._To study if there exists

a correlation between large DME and large x a distribution of the x

coordinate has been made, for events with DME larger than 0.15 GeV

(fig. 1.2). This distribution is indeed peaked for large x

coordinates. Using this plot the cut-off value of x is chosen.

This value corresponds to a fiducial length of 1 m.

A
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1.4 Determination of beam contamination

Because no T decays of beam tracks are observed it is assumed that

no kaons but only pions and muons contaminate the antiproton beam.

To determine this contamination a scan for delta electrons was

performed. A delta electron is an electron of the hydrogen atom

'knocked on1 by a beamparticle. In fig. 1.3 a bubble chamber picture

of a delta electron is shown.

-x.
;.

=====

*

X

_ . " x ' ; • • " ' "

- * •• • i . . * . _ _

• • • — - ~ — .

X. .

• * - — • — - — ~

—~m- _

•

_ X

x* :~-

\\

• v
x • ~ - •

. 1.3 A bubble chamber picture with a

delta electron.

The maximum energy of a delta electron depends on the rest mass of

the beam particle. To this maximum energy corresponds a maximum

radius R of the delta electron. For an antiproton Rmax is much

smaller than the R for a pion or muon. This fact and the
max

theoretical cross sections for delta electron production were used

to calculate the beam contamination.

In this section the scan of the delta electrons, and the method to

calculate the composition of the beam from the results of the scan
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will be described. In the last part the reliability of the method

is discussed.

The scanning staff were instructed to look for all delta electrons

with a radius larger than a certain radius R . . This R ". is about
m m ;• m m

4 cm smaller than the maximum radius of a delta electron produced

by an antiproton. To measure the radius a template was used. The

magnification of the scanning table was calibrated by measuring the

distances between the fiducial marks.

In the appendix of this chapter the formulae are given that were

used to calculate the values of the maximum kinetic energie of delta

electrons produced by a p, i" or p".

From the maximum kinetic energy the momentum can be calculated and

knowing the value of the magnetic field in the chamber the corres-

ponding maximum radius R of the delta electron. The values of
max

T and R are summarized in table 1.1.
max max

Values of I and R
max max

Beamparticle
max

R
max

60.46 MeV

1996.23 MeV

2890.15 MeV

11.68 cm

3 813 2 cm

553.77 cm

Table 1.1

By counting all delta electrons with track radius larger than

R _ and knowing the number of antiproton interactions the sum
max,p ° r

of the fractions of pions and muons in the beam can be calculated.

Because R - and R - are both very large it is impossible to
max,IT max,V _

estimate the pion and muon contamination separately from the

distribution of the radii of the delta electrons. However, knowing

that pions give interactions and muons do not, the fraction of

pions can be determined from the number of beam tracks with an
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interaction and a delta electron.

Calculation of the beam contamination

The total length of incoming p tracks in the 14K pictures scanned

is proportional to the number of four prongs N found in these

pictures. The total length LIT+U of IT and y tracks is proportional

to the total number of delta electrons N with a radius larger than

11.68 cm.

The total length L of ir~ tracks is proportional to the number of

delta electrons No> with a radius R larger than 11.68 cm and

produced by a beam track that interacts further on in the chamber.

These relations are expressed by the formulae:

tot
c . a. . L_

4p p

N,

= 0.5

ir+y

a. (ir p) . a . Lc. ,.L -tot r ir fid ir

(1.3)

(1.4)

(1.5)

where c = 3.76

L

-3

fid

C ftot^ i r

10 cm is a constant.

= 120 cm is the length of the fiducial volume, used in the

scan.

= (17.2 + 0.6) mb is the cross section of the reaction

pp -*• four prongs at 7.2 GeV/c [4]

= 3.75 mb is the cross section for the production of a delta

electron with R larger than 11.68 cm by either a IT or y

beam track. This cross section is a weighted average of

the corresponding cross section 0^ and a for pions and

muons separately. The formulae in the appendix give ior

these two cross sections the almost equal values

a = 3.65 mb and a = 3.79 mb
IT y

>)=30 mb is the total cross section for TT p interactions at

7.2 GeV/c.

1
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The relations (1.3) ani (1.4) are easily understood. Relation (1.5)

can be derived by observing that

IT p tot v IT

and Nx
c • v • \

(i.o

(1.7)

where L is the total number of delta electrons, with R larger than
o

11.68 cm on a IT track. Expressed in the number of beam tracks, B^-:

N - = c . a t(ir~p) . B - . L,., . 0.5
IT p tot

and N. = c . a
IT

fid

. B - . L_. ,
tr fid

(1.6a)

(1.7a)

The factor 0.5 in (1.6a) is introduced because the average length of

a track with an interaction is 0.5.L^.,.

N~, the number of beamtracks with a delta electron and a i p inter-

action can now be calculated:

N6
N2 = V (1.8)

= 0.5 . c . atot(TT~p) . 0^. L f i d.I^

In the scan the following values were obtained for N., N and KL:

N tot
N l
N2

= 6445
= 703

2

+

+

+

80

27

1

The numbers are corrected for scanning losses, only statistical

errors are taken into account. 37ron these numbers; using the formulae

(1.3)5 (1.4) and (1.5) the following rations can be calculated:

ir+y
L- +

number of IT" and \i~ in the beam

total number of beam particles
0.346 + 0.018

(1.9)
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number of IT in the beam

total number of beam particles
= 0.014 + 0.010

(1.10)

theseratios correspond to a beam composition:

p (65.4 + 1.8)%

if ( 1,4 + 1.0)%

y~ (33.2 + 2.0)%

To verify the method delta electrons in different regions of R were

counted. From the theoretical cross sections for producing delta

electrons in a certain region of R the number of delta electrons _

present in this region of R can be calculated using the relations:

_
exp.p

p (1.11)

N
Nexp,(ir+y) a(iT+y) (ir+y)

(1.12)

where N is the expected number of delta electrons and a' is the

theoretical cross section for producing delta electrons in a certain

region of R. These calculated numbers can than be compared with the

numbers found in the scan. The regions chosen for this verification

are:

R between 7.8 and 11.68 cm (region I) and

R between 11.68 and 15.68 cm (region II).

The expected numbers and the numbers found in the scan for

N = + Nexp,p exp(ir+y) are:

region
I 7.8

II 11.68

11

15

.68

.68

cm

cm

expected

538 + 19

197 + 7

found

692 + 26

191 + 14

The number of delta electrons found in region II is in very good
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agreement with the expected number. However, the number of delta

electrons scanned with R between 7.8 and 11.68 cm is somewhat too

high. This may be caused by the fact that delta electrons are losing

energy, when traveling through the bubble chamber. So the measurement

of R should really be done using only the very first part of the

electron track. Especially for electrons with small r this causes

large measuring errors that are difficult to estimate and are not

included in the error given above.

Another way to verify the method is to calculate the expected number

of beam tracks with two delta electrons and compare this with the

number of such events found in the scan.

According to (1.4) the number of IT and y beam tracks with one delta

electron with r larger than 11.68 cm is

V " c a V /Lfid (K13)

By a simular argument as was used to derive the number N in formula

(1.5) the number of beamtracks with two delta electrons with R larger <
than 11.68 cm is given by: i

N3 " °'5 c' V y Lfid.

4
Calculating N results in a value of 4 + 2. ;|

In the scan 6 tracks with two delta electrons were found. These f

numbers are in good agreement. -k

I
i
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Appendix chapter 1

In this appendix the formulae to calculate the values of the maximum

kinetic energies of delta electrons produces by a p,\ir and y will

be derived. In the second part the formula to calculate the cross

sections for the production of a delta electron by a p, TT or y is

given.

The following reaction is considered:

, + e

i The four momentum transfer in the laboratory system is equal to:

t. - (E - E ) 2 - (P - P ) 2

lab e2 ej e2 ej

= -2 m T
e e,, (A.I)

where E is the energy in the laboratory system

P is the three momentum in the laboratory system

and

T is the kinetic energy in the laboratory system

m is the rest mass of the electron.

Assuming elastic scattering:

t = -4ccms * sin2s i n (A.2)

where P1 is the three momentum in the c.m.s.

0 is the angle between the outgoing electron and the

outgoing antiproton.
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Combining (A.I) and (A.2) results in:

2 n e
= 2 n m sin2 (A.3)

where n = y. . 3 with y

/I - 3

3 is the velocity of the lab. system with respect of the

c.ra.s.

Because E? « IP' I the following relation holds:
e2 &2

sinQ
cms

lab _^ + ^
cms

(A.4)

with the approximation 3 R* 1 this results in:

tg6
sin8

cms
lab -y + ycos9

cms

1 . cms
- — cot — —
Y

(A.5)

using (A.3) and (A.5):

2 m fi2cos82 ,
e lab

2 1 + fi2 sine2 ,
lab

Tmax " 2

(A.6a)

(A. 6b)

1

To calculate the cross sections for the production of a delta

electron by a beam particle A,a formula for da/dT is used. This

formula is derived by H.I.Bhabha and holds for scattering of

particles with spin zero [5]. The additional term for particles with

spin 1/2 also derived in [5], is in our case so small that it was

neglected.
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da
dT

r e m e
R2 2

(l - B
2 T
AT

(A.7)
T
max

This results after integration in:

(A.8)

max

where r g = i s the radius of the electron
m c

(2.82 . 10"13 cm) and g is the velocity of particle A in the
A

laboratory system.
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Chapter 2

DETERMINATION OF CROSS SECTIONS

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter the determination of cross sections will be

discussed. Because in this experiment only four prong events were

measured, all cross section calculations are based on the cross

section for the production of four prongs, a, . This cross section

was determined from the results of a scan for all topologies

combined with data for the total pp cross section from other

experiments. Using the value of a, a yb equivalent of the total

number of four prong events on DST is calculated. This is described

in section 2.2.

The determination of the cross sections for pp •> Tr TT TT TT and

pp -»• K TT K IT is simple because the samples of 4C fits belonging to

these final states are well determined. However, the collection of

1C fits pp -> TT TT TT TT ir suffers from ambiguities and contamination

by other channels. About 10% of all events belonging to this 1C

channel are ambiguous with another 1C fit. Most of the ambiguities

are caused by the fact that it is impossible to distinguish a proton

from a pion by difference in bubble density, when the momentum in

the laboratory system is larger than 1.8 GeV/c.

The two most important sources of contamination are discussed in

sections 2.3 and 2.4. The largest one is caused by the events

pp -»• TT IT 7T TT TT TT . This contamination is large because not very much

energy is needed for the production of a second U . Also large errors

on the longitudinal momentum in the laboratory system can simulate
2

a neutral pion. The distribution of the missing mass squared, MM ,

for the 5TT events is very useful for studying this contamination.

The contamination by pp •+ TT IT TT IT 2TT events is about 20% of the

total pp •*• Tr+ir+Tr~Tr~ir° sample.

The second form of contamination arises from events with one or more
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kaons, like pp->KKiTir'lTOorpp-»-KiT'n'iTK , When the momentum

of the kaon in the laboratory system is larger than 1.5 GeV/c the

kaon cannot be distinguished from a pion by difference in ionization

, and a kinematical fit to a hypothesis with pions replacing the kaons 2

often succeeds when the kaons are fast. This type of contamination .:

causes an asymmetry in the c.m.s. angular distribution of the tr .

This distribution should be symmetric, because of charge conjugation,

and is therefore suitable for studying this contamination.

The relatively small contamination by IT p -> IT p TT ir (ir ), about 2%,

is also discussed in section 2,4. The resulting cross sections for

the :4C_channels_and for J:he reaction PP--* 5iT are given in section

2.5. - ;r : -- -

A procedure to solve the large number of ambiguities in the multi-

neutral channels is described in section 2.6. After applying this

procedure the cross section of pp •* tr IT IT TT MM is determined.

Using this cross section and the results of section 2.5 the cross

section for annihilation into four prongs is calculated. Finally

in section 2.7 the s dependence of annihilation cross sections is

studied.

2.2 Normalization of cross sections

To calculate the cross section corresponding to a certain number of

events, present on DST, of a given final state, x, the cross section

for the production of four prongs, a, , is determined first.

Knowing this value, the cross section of final state x, can then

easily be calculated:

N

>
(2.1)

Where N x and N. are the numbers of events present on the DST of

final state x and of four prong events respectively. The quantity
a4p / N4p *s the microbarn equivalent of this experiment.
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To determine a, the total cross section a. . is first calculated
4p COC

by interpolation from data at beam momenta between 6 and 8 GeV/c [l].

The following value is obtained for cJtot at 7.2 GeV/c:

tot
(58.8 + 0.6)mb (2.2)

To calculate a, from a the ratio of a. and a- was determined

7 4p , tot .. . . . 4p -:- tot ;.: T -. ,

by a scan for all topologies. A sample of 120K pictures was scanned

twice. A correction for not observing elastic events pp •> pp with a

very short outgoing proton track was made~.~ A -gjj- distribution

obtained from other "experiments was oised, where L is thelllength of

the proton track on the scanning table.rFor all other topologies, '

except - the zero prongs the-scan~efficiency is larger than 98%.

Because the contamination of the beam by pions is very small

(1.4 + 1.0)% (page 11) and the cross sections for pp and ir p

reactions are of the same order of magnitude, no correction was made

for this contamination.

After applying these corrections and using the value of a the

following value of o, at 7.2 GeV/c was obtained:

a. = (17.2 + 0.6)mb
4p

The error includes the statistical errors, in_the number of^events

scanned and the errors in the data taken from the literature.

Further details are given in [2],

-ifJ|-
'•i
,'i
-•').

Within t he f i d u c i a l volume 46633 four prong events were on t h e DST,

corresponding to (2.71 + 0 .09) ev/yb.

2.3 Contamination of the sample p p - * - T r i r i r i r i r b y p p - > i r i r T r i r 2 T r

events

In this section cuts are introduced to reduce the number of conta-
- + + o

mmating pp ->• ir n TT ir 2TT events in the 5ir sample. These events, if
2

present, should appear in the MM distribution of the 5TT events,

on the side of higher MM . The MM distribution is shown in fig. 2.1,

\
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Fig. 2.1 Hissing mass squared distribution*for

5ir events.

It has a peak at 0.02 GeV which corresponds to the square of the

IT mass. The distribution is indeed not symmetric but shows an
2 2

excess of events with MM larger than 0.02 GeV . It will be shown

that most of the asymmetry_can be removed by applying-cuts in-the

kinematical probability, PKIN, the error in the missing mass

squared, DMM , and in the error in the missing energy, DME.

Calculated phase space distributions can then be used to prove that

the events removed by these cuts are indeed of the type
+ + o

pp ->• IT ir IT ir 2ir .
The distribution of PKIN for the 5ir fits, is shown in fig. 2.2.

This distribution has to be flat, but a clear peak is visible in

the region PKIN smaller than 10%. It is very probable that this

peak is caused by contaminating or by wrongly measured events.

Therefore only events with PKIN larger than 10% were used in the

analysis of the 5ir final state. This cut in the kinematical

probability should not influence the final physics results.

I
"A
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Fig. 2.2 Distribution of kinematical probability.

Events with a very large error in the missing mass squared, DMM ,

or in the missing energy, DME, were not used for the analysis,

because these large values are mostly due to large measurement
2

errors. The distributions of DMM and DME have long tails.
9 2

Therefore only events with DMM smaller than 0.3 GeV and DME
smaller than 0.25 GeV were used in the analysis of the 5TT final

state. About 11% of the 5TT hypotheses on DST with PKIN larger
2

than 10% are removed by the cuts on DMM and DME.

''•$•

'•4-

,4

135

The three cuts

PKIN ̂  10%
2 2

and DMM < 0.3 GeV

and DME < 0.25 GeV

have always been applied in the further analysis.
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To study the effect of the cuts on DMM and DME the missing mass

squared distribution for events with DME larger than 0.25 GeV or

DMM2 larger than 0.3 GeV2 was plotted, (fig. 2,3). About 17% of

these events have a MM larger than 1.0 or smaller than -1.0 GeV

and are therefore; not included infig. 2.3. From this, figure ..it is

clear that the events with large errors in ME or MM have a broad

distribution of MM , with very long tails.

CD
CM
q
b
to
» -
•z
UJ

LJ

L.

o
oc
Ui
CD

-1.0 -0.6 -0.2

Fig. 2.3 Missing mass squared distribution for 5ir

eventswith DME > 0.25 GeV or DMM2 > 073 GeV2.

In fig. 2.4 the distribution of the MM of 5ir events, with a

kinematical probability smaller than 10%, but DME smaller than
2~ 2 2

0.25 GeV and DMM smaller than 0.3 GeV is shown. The MM plot of
these events is very asymmetric, only 18% of the events present

2 2
in this figure have a MM smaller than 0.02 GeV .
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Fig. 2.4 Missing mass squared distribution for 5ir events with

PKIN < 10%, DME < 0,25 GeV and DMM2 < 0.3 GeV2.

2 2
The influence of the cuts in PKIN, DMM and DME on the MM

distribution can be seen in fig. 2.5., where the MM distribution

is shown, with the cuts applied. Comparing fig. 2.5. with'fig. 2.1.
the MM distribution without cuts, the difference between the both
2

MM distributions is remarkable. The distribution of fig. 2.5. is

not exactly symmetric, but the excess of events with MM larger
2

than 0.02 GeV , present in fig. 2.1 , has disappeared.

«3

I
!
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Fig. 2.5 Missing mass squared distribution after the cuts,

described in the text, were applied.

To study the nature of the contamination that is removed by the cuts

in PKIN, DMM and DME the effective M(TT IT ir~TT ) mass distribution

for the experimental 5TT sample can be compared with calculated phase

space distributions of this effective mass, for the 5ir and 2TT 2TT 2TT

final state. The figures 2.6a and 2.6b show the distributions of the

effective mass of the (ir IT ir ir ) system for the 5TT events.

Fig. 2.6a shows the distribution before the cuts applied, fig. 2.6b
2

is the distribution after applying the cuts in PKIN, DME and DMM .

The full line in the figures represents the phase space curve for

the reaction pp ->• 2ir 2w IT , the broken line the phase space curve

for the 2ir 2ir~2iro final state. It is clear from fig. 2.6a that the

difference between the experimental distribution and the phase space

curve may well be attributed to the presence of pp -»• 2ir+2ir~2iT0

events. The experimental distribution after the cuts were applied,

shown in fig. 2.6b, is well described by the phase space curve.
2

For fig. 2.6b a x of 63 for 51 degrees of freedom is obtained by

comparing the 5ir phase space curve with the experimental M(TT+Tr+ir~ir~)

I
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Fig. 2.6a Mass (IT ir ir TT ) distribution for 5ir events

before the cuts, described in the text, are

applied.
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Fig. 2.6b Mass (TT tr IT TT ) distribution for 5TT events

after the cuts, described in the text, are

applied.
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2
distribution. This value differs significantly from the x obtained

for fig. 2.6a: 233.

2,4 Contamination of the sample pp •> ir+fr+Tr~ir~Tr0 by kaon events and

•n~p ••ir.pTr.ir (TT°) events

The distribution of cosS^o, where 6̂ 0 is the angle between the

direction of the TT° and the incoming p in the cm.s.,/should be

symmetric around cos0 o = 0 because of charge conjugation.

However this distribution is found to be asymmetric, also after

applying the cuts mentioned in section 2.3. This is shown in ,̂

fig, 2.7 where an excess of events is observed in the region cos0 o

smaller than -0.96,

CM
O

z
LJ

LJ
u-
O

ce

m

100

Fig. 2.7 The distribution of cos0 o, 0 0 is the angle between
ir TT _

the direction of the ir and the incoming p, in the

c.m.s.

In the kinematical fitting program 4C kaon hypotheses were included,

but kaon events resulting in 1C or OC fits were hot. This was done
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because the kaon hypotheses amount to only 10% of the total number

of hypotheses and because the-number of ambiguities increases-•

drastically when more kaon hypotheses are introduced. For the same

reason also 77 p ->• IT p IT TT .(TT ) hypotheses were not included in the

hypothesismatrix. This means that contamination:by kaon events or

IT p events is possible.

The probability that a pp •> K K TT IT TT°, pp -> K-Tr̂ rr if K or

ir~p •+ ir~p Tr+Tr~Tr° event with fast outgoing tracks gives a kinematical ,

fit to the 5TT hypothesis is rather large. This is caused by the fact

that if the .momentum" of the track is large the contribution of the _

particle rest mass^ squared to the total energy squared is relatively

small. However, contamination of. the'Sir sample by these events is

only possible if the kaon or proton cannot be recognized by ionization

density.

As remarked before (page 18) this is the case when the momentum of

the track in the laboratory system is larger than 1.5 GeV/c.

By recalculation of events, classified as 5TT events, it will be

shown that indeed the sample of 5TT events is contaminated and that

this contamination causes the asymmetry of the cos0 o distribution.

Attempts to solve the ambiguities, resulting from this recalculation,

are_described, but-no reliable method of separation was found.

Therefore finally all events in the cos9 o smaller than -0.96

region, have been rejected, while new 5TT events have been

'generated1 using the sample 5TT events haying a cos^o larger than

0.96.

To verify that the sample of 5TT events is indeed contaminated by

kaon events all pp -*• TT TT TT TT TT events were recalculated with all

possible 0C and 1C kaon hypotheses. The result is that none of the

5TT hypotheses is ambiguous to a 0C kaon hypothesis, but that the

number of ambiguities between an 1C kaon hypothesis and a 5TT

hypothesis is fairly large and is mainly concentrated in the angular

region cosS^o smaller than -0.96. This is illustrated in fig. 2.8,
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where the cos9 o distribution of pp •*• 7T IT TT TT TT hypotheses ambiguous

with an 1C kaon hypothesis is shown. Therefore it is clear that

contamination by kaon events is indeed an important cause for the

asymmetry of the cos0 o distribution.
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O
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u
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100

Fig. 2.8 The cos9 o distribution of pp ->• ir IT ir IT "n

hypotheses ambiguous with an 1C K hypothesis.

To find out if the number of ambiguities between an 1C kaon

hypothesis and a 5ir hypothesis, which corresponds to (180 + 10)yb,

is reasonable, the value is compared to an estimate for the cross

section for 1C kaon events with four charged particles. This

estimate is based on results of other experiments [3,4], a value

of (230 + 45)yb was found. But the 1C kaon events present in our

experiment will not only contaminate the 5ir sample but also the

sample of pp -*• TT TT TT TT MM events. This was verified by recalculating

also a small sample of pp -*• TT IT ir~Tr~MM events. Using the results of

this recalculation with 1C kaon events it is derived that the

number of 1C kaon events contaminating the 5TT sample corresponds

to (36 + 2)yb.

il
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This means that the number of ambiguities present is much larger

than the real number of 1C kaon events present in the 5fr sample.

To correct for the contamination of 1C kaon events one has to

36/180 = 0,2,from the total cos8 o distribution of all events

classified as 5tr events.

However, after this subtraction the cos"8 o distribution in the

region cos0 o smaller than -0.96 contains still more events than

the region cos9 o larger than 0.96 (~60 events or 20yb). .,:•_.

:This behaviour can be understood by the presence of a contamination ^

from irp-^TrpTTirCir) events, see also [5], The cross section for

tr~p -*• ir~p IT ir~ and ir~p -* ir~p Tr+irr~TT° together is about 3.5mb at

7.2 GeV/c. As stated in section 1.4 the contamination of the beam

by pions is (1.4 + 1.0)%. Thus the total number of Tr p -> Tr p ir ir (IT ) :

events in this experiment is (135 + 100) events, corresponding to a

cross section of (50 + 40)ub.

By recalculation of 5TT events it is found that the percentage of .;

succesful fits to the hypotheses TT p '•*• Tr p Tr Tr (TT°) is much larger i

for the sample of 5TT events having a cos0 o smaller than -0.96 than -i

for the sample of events with cos8 o larger than 0.96, (46 + 8)% and |

(9 + 4)% respectively. This implies that the asymmetry still present •;

after applying a correction_for the contamination by-kaon events can j

be removed by correcting also for the presence of tr p interactions. .3

..3
?%

However, the determination of the real number of contaminating 1C jj

kaon events and ir p events is difficult. Because the application of !,|

two corrections, which are both rather uncertain, does not lead to l%

a reliable 5ir sample, it is prefered to reject each 5iT hypothesis H

having cosS^o smaller than -0.96 and to 'generate' 5ir events in rf

this region of cos9 o. From each event with cosG o larger than 0.96 jf

the direction of all four vectors in the c.m.s. is reversed and %

after a Lorentz transformation from the c.m.s. to the laboratory

system, the physical quantities are written on DST and considered

as a new event.
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After 'generat ing' events with a cos6 o smaller than -0.96 the

cos9 o, — dis t r ibut ions of f ig , 2.9 and f ig. 2.10 are obtained.

For these dis t r ibut ions two"x are calculated:

a. of the cos9 o d i s t r ibu t ion , comparing the right-hand side to

the left-hand side

b. comparing the cb"s0 + dis t r ibut ion and the cos8 - dis t r ibut ion

(cos6 + - ) i s the angle between p(p) and TT (IT ) in the c.m.s.)
-TV )7T-

resulting

cosB^o

cos8 ±
TT

* cos9 o
TT

in:

2

X
56.

53.

> 0.

9

6

96

NDF

40

50

PR0B

13%*

34%

not considered

It is clear from these values that the sample of events used for the

analysis fulfil the conditions of charge conjugation.

The procedure used may be summarised by stating that the sample used

for the analysis was obtained by:

2 2

a. applying the cuts: PKIN > 10%, DMM < 0.3 GeV and DME < 0.25 GeV

b. rejecting all 5TT events with cos0 o < -0.96 and 'generate' new

5TT-events in this region of cos9o.

2.5 Cross section o/1 pp -»• IT IT TT TT , pp -+• K TT K TT and

p p •*• TT+TT+Tr~Tr~Tr°

The sample of 4C fits pp •+• TT+7T+7T~7T~ is well determined. The 219

events on DST correspond to

+ +
-> tr T\ IT Tf ) = 0.082 + 0.006 mb

Also a small number of 4C pp -*• K TT K TT events is present correspond-

ing to the following cross section:
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Fig. 2.9 The cosS^o distribution after cuts applied and

'generation' of events as described in the text.
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a(pp -> K+ir+K~Tr~) = 0.024 + 0.003 mb

For the 1C fits pp •*• IT TT IT TT IT the MM distribution is used to

determine the cross section. As showed in fig. 2.4 of section 2.3

nearly all the contaminating pp ->• .-TT _ir ir Tr ir IT events have a MM

larger than 0.02 GeV . Plotting the MM of all 5ir events ambiguous

with an 1C kaon hypothesis (the same events as present in fig. 2.8)
•_'""• 2

it is learned that the contaminating kaon events have a MM larger
than 0.02 GeV .'- ' ' : \fr S;; T

Neglecting the influence oflthe~small number of contaminating

TT p:i>?rr p ir TT (ir ) events on the MM distribution it can therefore

be assumed that the sample of 5TT events with MM smaller than 0.02
2 2

GeV is clean. Assuming also that the MM distribution should be
symmetric around the mass of the IT squared, the number of events

2 2
with MM smaller than 0.02 GeV was counted and doubled. Because .it
is impossible to determine how many percent of. the events classified

2 2
as a 5TT event and having a DMM larger than 0.3 GeV or a DME larger
than 0.25 GeV is really a 5TT event, this counting was done using

2
the MM distributions before and after the cuts, defined in

sect. 2.3 , were applied.

Multiplying the result obtained from the distribution with the cuts

applied, by 10/9 to correct for the cut on PKIN, a cross section of

630pb is obtained, while from the distribution without cuts applied

-a value of 760yb is obtained. These two values are averaged and the

error on the cross section is the difference between the two values:

.- . + + - - o,
O(pp ->- TT TT IT TT TT )

0.70 + 0.13 mb (2.3)

The value obtained is in good agreement with the calculation of the

cross section from the kinematical probability distribution as shown

in fig. 2.2: multiplying the number of events with a kinematical

probability above 10% by 10/9 gives a cross section of

(0.82 + 0.02)mb. Subtracting the estimated cross section for

contaminating 1C kaon hypotheses in this sample a cross section of

(0.78 + 0.02)mb is obtained. Only the statistical error is given.
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This result agrees very well with the value obtained by using the
2

MM distributions.

2.6 Cross section for pp ->- IT TT TT IT MM and for annihilation into

four prongs

To determine the cross section of the multineutral annihilation

channel pp ->• 2TT+2ir~MM a procedure was introduced to solve the large

number of ambiguities present:

26392

7 12964

1629

3174

5669

total number of pp •* 2TT 2TT MM hypotheses present on DST

number of unique events --•.

number of hypotheses^ambiguous with pp -> p IT p ir MM

number of hypotheses ambiguous with pp -*• p TT Tr~Tr~MM

number of hypotheses ambiguous with pp •*• Tr IT p IT MM

The method to solve the ambiguities is based on a method used in

other experiments [6] and is applied to the following hypotheses:

p p ->• TT IT IT TT TT°/MM
- + - - O ,
p p -* p TT p Tf IT /MM

p p -»• p TT+Tr~Tr~n /MM

p p •* IT TT p TT n /MM

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The 1C hypotheses are involved because when a QC hypothesis is

ambiguous with an 1C hypothesis the 1C hypothesis is preferred only

when the kinematical probability is larger than 10% (see page 4).

•.•a

1

Because protons are generally slow in the laboratory system and an

ambiguity between a proton and a pion is only possible when the

laboratory momentum is large, the pion is always chosen if an

ambiguity between hypotheses (a) and (b) or hypotheses (a) and (c)

exists. Thereafter only ambiguities between the annihilation

channel (a) and hypothesis (d) remain. To solve these ambiguities

between TT and p the peripherally of the baryon and antibaryon

system in the non annihilation channel is used.

4'
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This means that for channel (d) the antiproton prefers to go in the

direction of the incoming antiproton in the c.m.s., while the MM

system prefers to go in the direction opposite to the direction of

the incoming antiproton. Therefore the angle 0 in the c.m.s. between

the direction of an outgoing particle and the incoming antiproton

is usually smaller than average when the outgoing particle is a

baryon or antibaryon. Hypothesis (d) was chosen only when the

conditions cos0- > cos0 and cosO™ < -cos0c, where 0c is a suitable

cut-off angle, were satisfied. The value of cos6 was determined

empirically to be cos0 =0.7.

To test if this selection procedure is a good one the cos0._̂

distribution is used. This distribution should be symmetrical around

cos0=O, according to charge invariance.

The figures 2.11a and 2.11b show the cos0 distribution before

and after the selection procedure, for the pp ->• 2TT 2ir MM final

state. After the selection the cos0 distribution is in better

agreement with the conditions of C-invariance.

After applying the separation procedure 20296 multineutral

annihilation hypotheses were left, corresponding to 7.5 mb.

To obtain the cross section for pp -»• ir ir i: ir MM this value must

still be corrected for contamination by kaonic annihilation

channels, which lowers the cross section. On the other hand multi-

neutral events that were classified as 5u events must be added to

the cross section.

The contamination is present because only the 4C hypothesis

pp •*• K K TI IT is included in our hypothesis matrix. To estimate

the contamination by 1C and missing mass kaonic annihilation

channels the cross section for four prong events with a K° was
s

calculated by interpolating between existing data at 14.75 GeV/c

and 5.7 GeV/c [7]. A value of 0.65 + 0.10 mb is found for this

cross section. Multiplying this value by a factor 2, because this

cross section is given for K° and not for K° and assuming that
5

\
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Fig. 2.11a and b The cosOj^ distribution for the pp -*• 2ir 2ir MM

final state, before and after the selection

procedure described in the text.

+ — +—o — o o—o
the probabilities for production of K K , K K , K K and K K

4
pairs are equal a value of 2* — * 0.65 = 1.7 + 0.3 mb is found for

the total kaonic annihilation contribution. However, some of the

kaon events were recognized on the scanning table by bubble

density. The number of annihilation events with a recognized kaon

corresponds to 0.2 mb.

After subtraction of this number of events with a kaon recognized

the contamination remains 1.5 +0.3 mb. Because the cross section

for 1C kaon events is small (section 2.4) and most of these 1C

kaon events contaminate the pp -*• 2ir 2iT MM channel the total

contamination of 1.5 mb is subtracted from the value of 7.5 mb,

obtained for o(pp •*• 2ir+2iT~MM).

'•k

!

3
•-3'4
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In section 2.3 it was pointed out that pp -> 2TT 2TT~2TT° events

contaminate the 5TT sample. By subtracting the number of events in the
2

left-hand side of the MM distribution from the number of events in

the right-side this contamination is determined to be 0.2 mb. This

0.2 mb is added to the cross section for pp -*• 2TT 2TT MM events.

A final value of a(pp"•> 2TT 2TT MM) = 6.2 + 0.5 mb is then obtained.

Adding up the 4C, 1C and 0C annihilation cross sections the total

annihilation cross section can be calculated.

+ + _ _
C(IT IT ir ir ) :K

a(K+1T+K~1T~)

a(ir+iT+ir~ir~iTo)

o(ir IT IT IT MM)

a(kaonic annihilation)

0(annihilation into
four prongs)

0.082 +

0.024 +

0,70 +

6.2 +

7.0 +

1.7 +

8.7 +

0.006
0.003

0.-13

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.6

mb

mb

mb

mb

mb

mb

mb

No correction has been applied for a possible non-annihilation

background of pp -»• 2ir+2ir~nn events, because a fit of the

experimental MM distribution to a linear combination of MM

distributions of the channels pp -»• 2ir 2ir miro, 1 < m < 6 arid the

non-annihilation channel pp

of pp •* 2ir+2ir~nn of only 0.0 + 0.3 mb.

2TT 2TT nn [8] results in a cross section

Noting that the total cross section for four-prongs at 7.2 GeV/c

is 17.2 mb, it can be concluded that the annihilation component is

still large at this energy.

2.7 s dependence of the annihilation cross sections

To compare the values obtained for the cross section at 7.2 GeV/c

with values from experiments at other energies [9], a fit was done

to the parametrization

4
'%

-•I
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a = C(s/so)
J

where s is the centre of mass energy squared for pp at 7.23 GeV/c.
z- o _ - -- -- - . i.~~. "

B and C are constants.
The result of the best fit is shown for the different annihilation

channels in fig. 2,12, 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15 respectively.

The values at 7.2 GeV/c are in good agreement with the data at

other energies.

Also the cross sections for annihilation into i(ir IT ) and k 7T 's, '-.

with i=l,..4 and k=0,l [10] were fitted. For this fit the prediction

of Y.Eylon and H.Harari [ll] was used. They derived the following

formula for the cross .section for annihilation into N mesons:

q . K

H 3N
 s 2 a B - 2

10.0=

0.02 •

0.01

3.6 Plab (GeV )

2.5 3.28 4.6 5.7 6.94 9.1

>. EXPERIMENT

if

(GeV )

F i g . 2.12 The energy dependence of o(pp •*• IT IT TT~TT )

\
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Fig . 2.13 The energy dependence of a(pp •> TT+TT+TT TT~TT°)

20.0H

10.0h

5.0

2.5 3.28 4.S 6.9 9.1

( G e V )

Fig. 2.14 The energy dependence of 0(pp ->- TT TT U IT MM)
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Plab 9.1
(GeV)

2.5 3.28 4.6 5.7 6.94 8.9| 12.0 150

8.0 10.0 20.0 30.0

Fig. 2.15 The energy dependence of a(pp -*• annihilation into

four prongs)

Dividing all experimental cross sections by

modified cross sections are fitted to:

N!

3N(logs)N
, these

a = c s-B

In fig. 2.16 the values of B are plotted as obtained for the

different values of N. For N smaller than 8 the values of B are

larger than ~(2aB - 2), afi = -0.38.

The discrepancy with the prediction of Eylon and Harari is probably

due to the fact that their formula is derived for only mesons in

the final state. This means that when the contribution of

resonance production is large a final state is wrongly inter-

preted as a final state with N pions while in fact, for example,

N-l mesons are present when a resonance decaying into two pions

is produced.

at
i
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Chapter 3

RESONANCE PRODUCTION AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS

'_•-_. 3.1 Methods to determine the cross sections for single and double - - ---:• :--

resonance production - — -

For the final states pp •+ IT IT TT TT (TT ) the production of resonances

is an important mechanism. The study of this mechanism is rather

complicated because when studying for example the production of the

-p , four TT IT combinations per event are present. The same _.:-.--:.-_-_

difficulties are encountered when TT IT TT , TT TT or TT TT resonances
+ o

are considered, although in the last two cases only two TT-TT

combinations are possible. The IT IT" resonances will be discussed in

more detail.

To determine the relative amounts of TT TT resonance production

present in the final states pp •* TT TT TT TT (TT°) one has to take into

account that the presence of a resonance in one TT TT combination t

gives rise to reflection in the three remaining TT TT combinations. j

Therefore the effective mass spectra of these TT IT combinations ~\

will in general also differ from a phase space distribution. \
+ - ^

• _ Moreover, the distribution for-the TT TT T combination complementary 4
to the resonant TT TT pair will differ from the distribution of the .%

:- + - - . . . . . - . - - - - • • -|

( TT TT combinations containing only one of the resonant pions. J
;. ,psi

!• :f
!•' To illustrate these facts the subchannel pp -> p TT TT TT is considered ;'|
- " " «'2

1 in more detail. For this subchannel Monte Carlo events have been :J
': O + — !&

; generated. The p decays into a certain TT TT combination, labeled (|

1 v* \- i
I The pions not resulting from the p decay, the non-resonant pions, pi
; are labeled TT and TT . Adding the Tr.TT, effective mass distribution |

I + - "/
'• to the three remaining TT TT effective mass distributions 4

• ^i77?' 7727T|' ^2^7^ O n e °'Dta:'-ns t n e v v~ mass distribution generated,

\ for the case that one p is produced. The following function was



\
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used for the Breit-Wigner effective mass distribution of the p°:

BW(M)
T/2TT ..

•(M-: -M)2 + (r/2)'
(3.1)

whereM = M(iT TT ) is the effective mass of n.T,.

M = restmass of the p . , ,

Fig. 3.1 Two generated effective TT TT mass distributions.

The full curve represents the TT-TT™ distribution from

generated pp -*• p<Y~TT+Tf° events (see text).

The broken curve represents the TT TT distribution as

obtained from generated 5TT events.

In figure 3.1 the full curve represents the generated effective

mass distribution of the T̂ ffo combination f° r the final state
— o ~ + o

pp •> p TT TT IT . The broken curve in the figure represents the phase

space M(TT IT ) distribution, obtained by generating random 5TT

events. It is clear from this figure that the TT^TT" mass distribution

obtained from the generated p TT TT TT events deviates from the IT TT~

if
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mass spectrum of the generated 5TT events. Although theTT.TU and

TTTT": effective mass distribution belonging to the generated

p IT TT TT and 5TT events are almost equal it is unlikely that a good

description of TT TT resonance production in the 4TT or 5TT final

state can be given using Breit-Wigner functions to describe the

effective mass distribution of the resonant TT TT~ combination and

a 4iT or 5TT phase space distribution to describe the effective mass

spectra of the three nori-resbnant Tf TT combinations.

When, for instance, one wishes to determine the cross section for!-:

TT 7T resonance production by fitting to the experimental mass

distributions, the reflections of the production of a TT IT

resonance in the three mass distributions of the remaining TT IT

combinations must therefore be taken into account. For this fit a

least squares method has been used that will now be described in

more detail for the 4TT final state. Double resonance production

will be considered separately. For the 4TT final state the cross

section for double resonance production is small and can be ne-

glected. Therefore only the experimental IT IT mass distribution

is fitted. After choosing values for the rest masses and widths of

all resonances present, i.e. p , f and g , the effective TT TT mass

distributions for the different subchannels are generated.

All these mass distributions are added, each with his own variable

fraction. This results in an overall IT TT effective mass distribu-

tion, M(TT TT ) . Ineachbin i of M(TT TT ) the following relation

gen gen.

holds for the number of combinations in the ie bin, N .:
gen.i

/A

'I
N - . = a o-N o . + - a , N , . + a oN o . + a . N.

g e n , i p p , i f f , i g g , i 4TT 4TT , I
(3.2)

N.
k

the fraction of subchannel k

.e + —
the number of combinations in the 1 bin of the TT TT

effective mass distribution, generated for subchannel k.

For each chosen set of fractions the generated TT+TT~ mass spectrum

is compared to the experimental mass distribution by calculating a



Nbin... ,2
WP,1;W^ (3.3)

exp,i

where NK• is the number of bins and N' _ •• the number of IT TT

combinations present in the i bin of.the experimental effective

IT TT mass distribution.

The error, in-the-generated M(Tr+7T~) distribution is- hot: taken into

account because this error :was~made~negligible, with respect to the

error in the experimental distribution, r:by generating enough

(+ 10000) events. By changing the,values of the fractions by a
— -- - . • . . .. _.. _ . . ._ .
certain amount and recalculating the x » the set of fractions

2
giving the smallest x » is found.

2
After determining the best values of the fractions the x is

further improved by adjusting the masses and the widths of the

resonances. This is done in the following way: changing only the

value of,for example, the rest mass M of one of the TT TT

resonances a new M(iT TT ) is obtained, because the Breit-Wigner

weight has changed. Using this new M(TT TT~) and not changing
: 2

g e n '
the set of fractions found before a new X is found when comparing

this new M(IT TT ) - - .- to the experimental distribution;^------ ••-...
gen. 2

The value of M giving the smallest x is the 'fitted' value of M ,
for this TT TT resonance, while the error in M is the variation of

o

MQ by which the probability of the fit is reduced to half its value.

The error in the fraction a. is also calculated by changing only

the value of fraction a.. The results of this least squares fit

for the 4TT final state are given on page 51.

— , + + — — a. _

For the pp -*• IT Tt IT TT final state only the experimental IT IT mass

distribution need be compared with the generated one. However, the

situation in the pp •*• T\ TT~TT Tr~ir°. final state is more complicated.

Firstly because also the experimental TT IT TT and TT—TT effective

mass distribution.must be fitted and secondly because double

resonance production cannot be neglected.
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When fitting the experimental infective mass distributions by a set

of fractions for channels with single and double resonance

production the result obtained is not reliable. This is caused by

the fact that contributions of channels with double resonance

production cannot be distinguished from contributions of sub-

channels with single resonance production. Compare for example, two

samples of events, A and B:

+ - +

sample A consists of N events pp->- p- f IT

sample B consists of 1/2 N events pp -> p-fr IT TT and ; - : _ v

1/2 N events pp •* f ir"ir~ir°

Using a Monte Carlo event generating program, one observes that the

one dimensional ir TT effective mass distributions of these two

samples are similar, as is shown in fig. 3.2. Therefore the amount

of double resonance production present in the pp -*• 2TT 2TT IT final

state cannot be determined in this manner and must be determined

separately.

o
m 6000

q
6
w 4500 -
z
UJ
w 3000
L L
O
DC

w 1500
2
3

I

•

I

/

•V

I

I I
v I

r

1 ' 1 '

•

-

0.0 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0
M(TC+TT) (GeV)

Fig. 3.2 Generated effective IT TT mass distributions. The broken curve

represents the TT TT distribution from events belonging

to sample A, the full curve from events belonging to

sample B. The samples are defined in the text.

I
•"it-

fit
I

\
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The amount of double resonance production is determined using the

information of a two dimensional effective mass plot. Because the

statistics of this experiment is too low to determine the fractions

for the 6 channels with double resonance production simultaneously

with an acceptable error the two dimensional mass plots are not

fitted like the one dimensional distributions. The information

present in the two dimensional plots is used in a simple way to get

an indication of the total amount of double resonance production

and to determine the magnitude,of the most important, contributions

of channels with double resonance production. This is done in the

following way. the number of pion combinations, present in nine ^

regions defined around the rest masses of the two resonances

considered, is counted (see fig. 3.3).

M I
16 M1 + cy

o

V

O
M(TT %)

Fig. 3.3 The nine regions used to determine the fractions of

double resonance production.
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In each of the 9 regions combinations from different sources are

present:

1. combinations belonging to the background

2. combinations belonging to the channels with single resonance

production; for example, determining the pp -»• p f 7T fraction,

there is a background of pp -* p 3ir and of pp -»• f 3ir

3. combinations corresponding to genuine double resonance

production. .

In determining the fraction pp •* MHjX it is assumed that the back-

ground mentioned in 1. is linear in the two one dimensional

projections, and that the amount of single resonance production

M also depends linearly on the value of M..

Consider, for example, the pp -»• p-f IT channel. Define in the IT IT

mass distribution two adjacent regions (I and III) and one central

region (II) with respect to the restmass of the f. In these three

regions there are contributions R , R and RTTT respectively, from
+ + + + l

pp -> p-Tr IT TT events. Then:

when the chosen mass regions are of the same size. 'A

As_ the number of combinations in each of-the 9 regions is known, TJ|

nine equations can be set up between the nine unknown slopes and '_ <|

fractions of the different contributions, taken into account the s|

fraction of resonant states present in a certain mas? region of a |j

Breit-Wigner. By solving these equations the amount of double if

resonance production is obtained. '*-

1
Knowing the fractions of double resonance production it is possible '5

•A
to fit the one dimensional effective mass plots of the 5TT final 'Ht

state, using the least squares procedure. For the channels with Vs

double resonance production events are generated and together with ?

the contributions of the channels with single resonance production

the experimental mass distributions are fitted.
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Three experimental mass distributions are considered: of the

TT+TT~, TT-TI\O and the IT Tr~Tr° combinations. Just as-in-the-Air-final
— 2 -'•'•- } ' "'"•'" * • - . " • - - . . - " - • • - "

state a x -"-is calculated, comparing the experimental mass dis-

tribution with the sum of the generated mass distributions, but
•• 2 - - ' • "

now the three values of x for the three different mass distribu-

tions are added:
N N

2 3 bin(m) ( gen- (m) -
x = H XL

m=l i=l

(3.4)
exp-(m)

3.2 Cross sections for subchannels with single and double vesonanae

production in the pp •*• IT IT IT IT and pp -*• TT TTTT IT TT° final state

Plotting the effective v Tf mass for the 4TT final state (fig. 3.4)

three resonances are observed: p , f and g . No resonances are

observed in the ir IT IT or Tf TT IT effective mass distributions.

In the two-dimensional effective mass plot no clear signal for

double resonance production is present. This is not surprising, for

extrapolating data of experiments at 3.6 and 5.7 GeV/c [1,2] the

cross section for double resonance production is expected to be

less than 5% of the cross section for single resonance production.

Because the statistics for the 4ir final state is too low to fit

fractions smaller than a few percent, channels with double

resonance production have been neglected in the fitting procedure

and the subchannels

p p ->• 4ir
o + -

p p ->• P IT TT

p p •*• f TT TT~
O + -

p p •*• g ir TT

are the only ones considered. The results of the fit are shown in

table 3.1 and the curve in fig. 3.4 represents these results.

\



Final
states

po<rr+irr~

f IT TT~
O + -

g TT IT

IT TT IT IT

mass
(GeV)

- 51 -

width
(GeV)

fraction a *

(%) (yb)

0.

1.

1.

73

23

71

+ 0.

+ 0.

+ 0.

03

04

12

0.

0,

0.

10

14

13

+ 0

+ 0

+ 0

.06

.08

.12

40 +

40 +

20 +

0 +

10

11

12

34

30 +

56 +

63 +

8

15

38

* the cross sections given are corrected for unseen decay modes

Table 3.1 Results from the fit to the 7T ir mass distribution for

the pp IT 7T TT IT final state

O
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CD

2

3.2 4.0
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Fig. 3.4 The ir IT" effective mass distribution for the

pp. •*• 2TT 2TT final state. The full curve represents

the result of the fit described in the text.
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From table 3.1 it is evident that resonance production in the 4TT

final state at .7.2 GeV/c is copious: the fraction of direct pro-

duction of four pions is consistent with zero. Already in this

experiment the number of 4TT events is marginal for studying sub-

channels of the 4u final state. As the cross section of the 47T

final state decreases fast with increasing beam momentum it is not

surprising that for higher incoming beammomenta no data are

available for the 4TT final state, apart from a(p IT TT ) at 9.1 GeV/c.

In fig. 3.5 the value of a(pp •+ p IT IT ') obtained in this experiment

is compared with other data [3]. The line is the result of a fit^

to the data, using the parametrization: - : r " " '

C(s/so)
-B

The value of B obtained is -3.7 + 0.5.

The value obtained for (pp ->• f IT ir ) cannot be compared with data

at lower energies because almost no data are available.

The g° was not even observed at lower beam momenta.

.Q

E

0.003-

0.0 01
5.0

Plab
3.6

3.28i 4.6 57

(GeV)

9.1

S.O 10.0 20.0

S ( G e V )

Fig. 3.5 The energy dependence of a(pp -*• p°ir TT ) .

• %
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— + + — - o
Also in the final state pp •> TT TT TT TT TT a large amount of resonance

production,is present. In the TT ir mass distribution (fig. 3.6) the

p and f are also clearly _seen:butjproduction of g^is not-observed

in the five pion final state. In the IT TT TT mass distribution

(fig. 3.7) a clear w signal is visible and a very small r\ signal is

present. In the TT-TT0 distribution (fig. 3.8) a p- is observed.

No other signals of resonances are found.

In contrast to the 4TT final state double resonance production must

be taken into account in the 5TT final state. Applying the above

mentioned method to determine the amount of double resonance

production (page 48) the following ratio is obtained:

double resonance

500

Fig. 3.6 The TT it effective mass distribution for the pp ->• 2TT 2TT TT

final state. The full curve represents the result of the

fit described in the text.

i

1
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Fig. 3.7 The 7r+TT~Tr° effective mass distribution for ,t

pp ->• 2TT 2TT tr final s tate. The full curve represents

the result of the f i t described in the text.
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+ oFig. 3.8 The TT"ir effective mass distribution for the

pp -*• 2TT+2TT~TT0 final state. The full curve represents

the result of the fit described in the text.
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For the sum of the cross sections pp •* to p , pp •+• to f an upper limit

of 12iab" is"found with a 95% confidence level.;This is,fso small that

double resonance production with an to ,can be neglected.

Using the; same method it is found ;that almost all fractions of

channels with double,resonance production are smaller than 5%.

Only the fractions of pp ->--p-fTT+ and p-pOirr are larger than 5%

and are therefore included in the least squares fit (described on

page 45) with fixed fractions.

Because the width of the to is small, the experimental TT TT~Tr° mass "re-

distribution in the u region is fitted to a quadratic background

and a Breit-Wigner, 10 MeV wide, folded with a Gaussian of

variable standard deviation. The best.fit corresponds to a

standard deviation of 15 MeV. The mass of the u)(783.8 + 2.5)MeV

is in good agreement with the accepted value of (782.6 + 0.3)MeV.

The fraction of pp •*• toTT TT is included in the least squares fit

with fixed value.

Because the signal of the T) in the TT TT IT mass distribution is very

small the events are simply counted and a linear backgisfeund is

assumed to estimate the fraction pp -*• r\ TT TT . This fraction is not

included in the.least squares fitting procedure.

From fig. 3.6 it is clear that it is difficult to determine the

mass and the width of the f from a fit to the TT TT mass distribution

in the f region. Therefore it was preferred not to fit the mass and

the width of the f, but to use a Breit-Wigner with the accepted

values for the mass and the width (M = 1.26 GeV, T = 160 MeV).

The following results were obtained:
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Table 3.2

final
states

o + — o
P TT TT Tf

f IT Tf Tf

P-Tf Tf~Tf+

CO TT TT ;,

n TT ir"".''

P - f TT

+ 0 +
P-P TT

5iT

tot P

°tot f

+

double res.

asingle res.

atot

mass
(GeV)

0.75 + 0

1.26

0.75 + 0

0.78 + 0

0.55

* Corrected for unseen

;

.02

.02

.003

decay

width
(GeV)

0.13 + 0.01

0.16

0.13 + 0.01

0.013 + 0.006

modes.

fraction

32 +

5 *

12 +

6.5+

14 +

18 +

10 +

50 +

19 +

44 +

9

7
5

7

1

10

11

17
10

8

7

8

O *
(Ub)

225 +

65 t

85 +

50 +

6 +

185 +

130 +

70 +

350 +

250 +

310 +

315 +

430 +

700 +

60

90
65

50

8

3

130

80

120
70

60

90

60

155

110

130

4
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The curves in fig. 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 represent the results of the

fit. Table 3.? shows that (50 + 1 5 ) % of the pions in the 5fr final

state are produced through resonance decay. One should be'aware

that this feature will influence the angular-distributions of the

pions produced.

To compare values obtained in this experiment to those obtained at

other incoming beam momenta the cross sections are again fitted to

a function:

a = C (s/sQ)
-B

It is remarkable that the values of B obtained from the fit for the

p°n TT~ and UJ IT IT" final states are. nearly the same (-3.7 + 0.5 and

-3.4 + 0.2 respectively). In chapter 4 the ratio of these cross

sections is discussed in the framework of a simple quark model.

For the other final states the dispersion of the experimental points

is too large to draw conclusions. For instance, it is not clear

that the cross sections for resonance production decreases with

energy faster in the 4TT final state than in the 5TT final state:

for the final state, f ir IT TT a value of B = 2.0 + 0.7 is found while

for the f TT TT~ final state a value of B = 1.5 + 0.3 is found.

3.3 Angular distributions

As already remarked the TT+(TT~) mesons have the tendency to follow

the direction of the p(p) in the c.m.s., the so called leading

particle effect. This is clear from the distribution of the cosine

of the angle between the direction of the ir (ir ) and the incoming

p(p) .in the c.m.s. In fig. 3."9 and 3.10 these distributions are

shown for the 4TT and 5TT final state respectively. Apart from the

forward peak caused by the leading particle effect a backward peak

is observed. Both the forward peak and the backward peak are more

pronounced in the pp -*• 2TT+2TT~ than in the pp -+• 27r+2Tr~TT° final state.

The degree of forward-backward peaking can be quantitatively

<B>
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described using the number P/E, where P is the number, of pions with

| cos8 +| >T:0.5 and E is the number of pions with_|cos9 +| < 0.5.

Values of .3.6 + 0.3 and 2.09 +"0.05 are found for the ATT and 5TT

final state respectively.

The distribution of the cosine of the angle between the TT and the

incoming antiprotbh is shown in fig. 3,11. From this figure it is

clear that also the TT is preferential emitted in the forward and

backward direction. It is remarkable that the cosGo distribution

is similar to the cos8 + distribution in the region cos9 > 0; --;

calculating the ratios P/E in this region the values 2.32+0.07

and 2.5 + 0.2 are found for the cos9 + and cos0_o distribution

respectively. t
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Fig. 3.9 The distribution of cos9 + in the pp -*- 2ir 2ir final

state, 9 + is the angle between incoming p(p) and

IT (TT ) in the c.m.s.
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in the c.m.s.
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Besides the angular distributions of the pions the production angle

of the resonances, i.e. the angle between the direction of the

resonance system and the incident antiproton in the c.m.s. was =

studied. To obtain these angular distributions a background sub-

traction method was applied, assuming a linear background. For each

resonance one central mass region and two adjacent regions were

defined;

II III;

Mo-X MQ- /2X

back-
ground

A + C, 2A + C, + C 2

/2X

A + C-

The coiitribution of the background to the angular distribution in

the central mass region can now be eliminated by subtracting the

sum of the distributions obtained in region I and III from the

distribution in II. The following regions were used: % ~\

o
p
p-

ad j acent
region

0.50 -

0.50 -

0.68 -

I

0

0

0

.62

.62

.73

central
region

0.62 -

0.62 -

.0.73 -

II

0.

0.

0.

86

86

83

adj acent
region

0.86 -

" 0 . 8 6 -

0.83 -

III

0.98

0.98

0.88

GeV

GeV

GeV

The resulting angular distributions of p° in the 4TT final state

and of p , p- and OJ in the 5TT final state are shown in fig. 3.12,

3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 respectively. The numbers of combinations in

the bins of fig. 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 are multiplied by 1.57 and of

fig. 3.15 by 1.2 to take into account the fact that the regions

considered contain only a certain fraction of the whole Breit-

Wigner. For the di a correction was applied for the unseen decay

modes.

\
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Fig. 3.12 The distribution of cos9 o in the pp•-»• 2TT̂2TT final

state, 9 o is the angle between the incoming p and
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state, 9 o is the angle between the incoming p and •
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For all mentioned distributions the numbers P/E and F/B were

calculated, where F/B is the ratio of F, the number of forward

(cos0 > o) and B, the number of backward (cos6 < o) produced pions

or resonances. The results are summarized in table 3.3.

••'3

final particle
considered

F/B P/E

pp ->- 2ir 2ir ir-
_o

1.73 + 0.13

1.1 + 0.2

3.6 + 0.3

9.0 ± 2.0

„ +„ - o
pp .-+ 2TT 2ir IT --'

I I •. • " . .

•£.:---•- TT! rz-

": V
o

0
pi

r 7 !

1

1

1

1

. 3 8

.06

. 1 3

.57

. 0

+

+

+

+

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

04

05

06

09

2

2 ,

2 .

3.

2 .

3.

09 +

4 +

0 +

2 +

9 +

0.05

0 .1

0 . 2

0 . 1

1.0

Table 3.3 Values of F/B and P/E at 7.2 GeV/c.

The values of F/B and P/E for the charged pions at 7.2 GeV/c

are compared with data of other energies in table 3.4.

F/B P/E

+„ - +„ - o - +„ -
l a b

p p -»• 2ir 2ir p p -v 2ir 2ir IT p p ->• 2TT 2tr pp -»• 2TT 2TT TT°

3.28 1.26+0.08[3a] 1.27+0.04[3a] 1.797+0.117[3a] 1.361+0.039[3a]

3.6 1.33+0.04[l ] 1.20+0.02[l ] 1.475+0.049[1 ] 1.237+0.150[l ]

5.7 1.33+0.10[5 ] 1.41+0.06[4 ] 2.33 +0.18 [5 ] 1.74 +0.08 [4 ]

5.7 1.41+0.06[2 ] 2.4 +0.12[2 ]

5.7 1.30+0.29[6 ] 1.27+0.10[6 ] 2.03 +0.83 [6 ] 1.86 +0.16 [6 ]

7.2 1.73+0.13 1.38+0.04 3.6 +0.3 2.09 +0.05

Table 3.4 Values of F/B and P/E at several beam momenta.

\
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It is noticeable that at incoming beam momenta up to 5.7 GeV/c the

values of both F/B and P/E are almost the same for the 4iT and 5iT

final state. However, at 7.2 GeV/c the values of F/B and P/E for

the 4ir final state are considerable larger than for the 5w final

state. It was studied how the values of F/B and P/E depend on the

momentum of the particle considered. Like in other experiments it

appears that also in our experiment the ratio F/B and P/E increases

when the momentum in the c.m.s. increases.

From table 3.3 it can also be seen that the values of F/B for the

neutral pion and the neutral resonances (p and oi) are consistent

with zero, as demanded by charge conjugation. Concerning the values

of P/E one can remark that the values for the neutral resonances are

large. In the 5TT final state these values are twice as large as at

3.6 GeV/c (1.53 + 0.10 and 1.53 + 0.16 respectively [l]).

The values of F/B and P/E for the p- indicate that the charged

resonances behave like the charged pions. Together with the fact

that the neutral resonances are like the neutral pions emitted

peripherally this was an argument for Ch.de la Vaissiere to modify

the CLA model in such a way that resonances in many aspects are ;

treated like pions.fl]. This approach will be described in chapter

4. In that chapter the predictions of the CLA model are compared |

with the angular distributions obtained here. It will appear that 3

a reasonable description of these distributions can be given using ;i

this modified CLA model. In the second part of chapter 4 the |

distributions of cos6 o in the 4TT final state and of cosS in the %

5TT final state will be interpreted using quark diagrams. 4
1
.v?

1
3.4 Methods to enhance resonance signals |

+ - '1
As already mentioned in section 3.1 the presence of four IT TT •> .

combinations in the final states pp -*• ir IT IT IT and pp -*• IT IT T\ TT TT i

causes a large background. Several methods have been described to \

diminish this background. Some of these methods were tried out on

our data and are presented in this section.

\
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D.Everett et al. [7] introduced the concept of the right leading

pion (RLP). A right leading pion is here defined as the ir (IT ) with

biggest longitudinal momentum in the direction of p(p). Other

techniques to identify the leading pion are described in an article

of G,Warren et al. [8]. D.Everett et al. observed that the TT TT

combinations containing a right leading pion contain only very few

resonant combinations. This means that by removing these combinations

the background in the remaining sample is considerable reduced.

To test this method an effective mass plot was made of the

combinations including the RLP, fig. 3,16 and 3.17, for the 4TT and

5TT final state respectively. In fig. 3,16 resonant signals are still

observed and in fig. 3.17 the p signal is even prominent.

It is clear that removing the combinations with the right leading

pion will not decrease appreciably the background of non-resonant

combinations for the 4TT final state. For the 5TT final state the

result is even worse.

D.Everett et al. applied the method based on the right leading

pion to data of pp -*• 2TT+2TT at 4.6 GeV/c and pp •*• 3ir+3TT~ at

9.1 GeV/c. Although no values of P/E are given in their article

it is likely that the values of P/E for the four pion final state

at 4.6 GeV/c are smaller than at our energy, and that the same

is true for the final state with six pions in the final state at

9aJ GeV/c. This can be the reason that the method of the RLP does

not work with our data, because when the resonances like p , f and

g are produced more strongly in the backward and forward directions

than in the cases described by D.Everett et al., the separation

between the leading pion and a pion from a resonance is more

difficult.

Because the introduction of the right leading pion did not work

other methods to diminish the contribution of the background were

tried. In TT p interactions at 16 GeV/c another method was used to

enhance resonance signals [9]. In this experiment the following

difference was considered:

! i

i i.
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< cos6+_>H - < cos + + > _ _ > M

where-cos6 is the opening angle between;two. outgoing particles in

the c.m.s. and M is; the effective mass of a TT TT combination.

The authors concluded that the dynamical properties of the

resonances were found to be reflected; more.sensitively by the

quantity D (M) than by.the mass distribution itself. However, --.;

plotting this function for our experiment no clear bumps are ob- :

served at resonance, masses in the 4TT and 5iT final state (fig. 3.18)

The fact that the mentioned function D^^M) does not enhance

resonance signals in annihilation in contrast to the results in

the ir p experiment can be explained by the ratio of < p T > and

<|p |> where p is the transverse momentum and p the

longitudinal momentum in the c.m.s.

The effective mass of two pions can be related to the rapidity

difference, Ay, between two pions and the angle between the

direction of their transverse momentum, cos6 :

M2 =
2 2
n + m_ + 2

2 2
(pT + m )(p + m_) coshAy-

- 2 |p,
T.

(3.4)

In the ir p experiment the p is produced dominantly with large

negative values of cos9 . Assuming that this is also true for

resonance production in annihilation this implies for a fixed mass

M a smaller value of Ay, thus the longitudinal momenta p of the

pions coming from the resonance tend to have the same sign.

Concluding; two effects are present: 0 the angle between the

transverse momenta of the decaying particles is greater than for

two arbitrarily chosen particles and the angle between the

longitudinal momenta is smaller for the resonance decay particles

than for two uncdrrelated pions. Therefore it depends on the ratio
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Fig. 3.18 D ™ as function of the effective mass of TT TT .

The results for the 4TT and 5TT final state are added.

of <|p |> and <p >, if these two effects will result in a smaller
L. T.

or bigger opening angle between the total momenta of the resonance

decay particles.

In our experiment <Ip |> and <prr
> have about the same order of

Li i-

magnitude in the 5TT final state, in contrast to the TT+p experiment,

where <pT> is much smaller than <|PL|>• This means that the function

D (M) is in our experiment not suitable to enhance resonance

signals in annihilation reactions.

Another possibility was tested to enlarge the signal to noise ratio

for resonances. For this the transverse efi

used. This quantity is defined as follows:

for resonances. For this the transverse effective mass, M , was

J

...

2 sin (1/29 )VpT pT

1 2
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V.Simak [10] plotted the difference between M. and M:- to

see the effect of resonances on this difference^ When the angle

6 between two pions produced by the decay of a resonance is larger

than the angle between two unrelated pions and cosSij, has a value

near -1 (as is observed in ref. [9]) then M. is larger for resonant
+ - . . - • • - . - '

77 TT combinations than for non-resonant combinations.

Fig. 3.19 shows the difference between M and M . In the

region of the p and the f negative values for this difference

were found.

Supported by this positive fact it was tried in this experiment-

to select resonant IT i\~ combinations by choosing the TT TT~

combination with the largest value of M^. But such a selection

doesn't result in a better signal to noise ratio. Also this

selection on M. introduces bias, because M, the 'normal' effective

mass is related to M by the equation:

M2 = K2 + 2|p | |p | (coshAy - 1)
± Tl T2

It is clear that for pp annihilation into four or five pions none

of the proved methods is suitable to enhance resonance signals,

for an incoming momentum j.n the region around 7 GeV/x.

Especially for the 5TT final state the lack of such a method

means that it is difficult to get an insight in the different

production mechanisms.

'i

I

•••«'
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Chapter 4

THE CLA MODEL - AND A SIMPLE QUARK. MODEL

4.1 Introduction

For the description of exclusive pp annihilation data two types of .

models have often been used in the last ten years: the Regge like

models and.the quark models. Firstly the class of Regge like models

will be discussed in more detail. - - f-*'-"-" •-' L-L_:/r~'_

In 1968 a Reggeized multiperipheral model was introduced by Chan

Hong-Mo, J.Loskiewicz and W.W.M.Allison [l], later referred to as

the CLA model. The phenomenological CLA model is based on the

assumption that the production of non-resonant particle combinations

with low invariant masses can be described by phase space.

The model interpolates between this phase space like behaviour for

low invariant masses of pairs-of final particles and production

with Regge exchange when the effective mass of pairs of final

particles is high.

This model predicts single particle distributions like angular,

longitudinal and transversal momentum distributions, but cannot

describe effective mass distributions because the production of

resonances is not incorporated in the amplitude used in the model.

Chan Hong-Mo et al. applied the CLA-model to the reactions

TT p ->• p + (n-l)ir and K p'-*• A + (n-l)ir (3 £ n •$ 9) at beam momenta

between 5 and 16 GeV/c [l].

The CLA model was for the first time applied to annihilation

reactions by G.Ranft, who used it for describing the channel

pp -*- 2ir 2TT at 5.7 GeV/c [2]. In her article also a first attempt

was made to include the production of p° and f resonances in the

model. The experimentally observed amounts of p and f production

were not predicted by the model, but were used in the modified

amplitude as fixed parameters.

E.Plahte and R.G.Roberts included the production of resonances by
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defining a set of approximate clustering subenergies and using

Breit-Wigner functions [3]. In a later article by these authors [4]

not only resonances were included but also the phase of the

amplitude was predicted. The method used in that article is based

on the amplitude Veneziano derived for TTTT -> iroi, The new amplitude

was applied to the reactions TV p ->• (n-l)iT N at 4 and 3 GeV/c.

A.G.Frodesen, O.Skjeggestad and P.Saetre compared the predictions

of the original CLA model, the model of E.Plahte and R.G.Roberts and

a model of R.G.Roberts described in ref. [5] with experimental

data for the pp -* 2fr 2TT final state at 1.2, 3.3 and 5.7 GeV/c

incoming antiproton momentum [6].

They concluded that the predicted amounts of two particle resonance

production are too high in these models.

Two years later Ch.de la Vaissiere included also resonances in the

CLA model, but in quite different manner [7]. He assumed that

mesonic resonances can be coupled to the nucleon Regge trajectory

through phenomenological coupling constants in the same way as

pions. He was able to obtain a general agreement with the experimen-

tal mass and angular distributions and the rates for resonance

production in pp -*• 2TT 2ir (IT ) and pp -* 3TT 3TT reactions in an

range of incoming antiproton momentum from 1 to 7 GeV/c.

Other applications of the CLA-model can be found in ref. [8, 9, 10,

11 and 12].

In 1966 H.R.Rubinstein and H.Stern investigated the consequences of

the possibility that nucleons are composite states of quarks [13].

They introduced the so called rearrangement model: the three in-

coming quarks and the three incoming anti-quarks rearrange them-

selves into three quark-antiquark pairs (three mesons). For

annihilation at rest the branching ratios between all possible three

mesons final states, including resonances, were calculated.

Using these results the mean multiplicity can be predicted.

In 1974 Y.Eylon and- H.Harari described the annihilation process

with quark diagrams in which the mesons are emitted from one, two

or three quark lines [14]. T.Fields suggested that the quark
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diagram in which the mesons are each emitted by one quark line ,... -----

dominates (this is the only quark diagram used in the rearrangement -

model). This suggestion was attractive, because assuming this " _

dominance, a simple explanation of the coherence and relative phase

of the p° and u) amplitudes in pp -> p°7r TT~ and pp -»• ui TT+TT~ final ..;'

states can be given [15], In 1976, T.Fields andC.K.Chen modified

the rearrangement model slightly and were able to give some '._.-

qualitative predictions concerning angular distributions and cross

sections for the final states pp -> KK, K± K*^, iT+7r~, K+K~ [16];

Data for incident momenta up to 5.7 GeV/c were shown to support"

their model. The probability that it applies at higher momenta was

left entirely open.

In this chapter the predictions of the CLA model, of the rearrange-

ment model and of other quark models will be compared to the

results of our experiment.

In section 4.2 a description is given of the original CLA model.

The comparison of the model with data of the 4TT final state is

discussed in section 4.3.

The introduction.of resonances in the CLA model is discussed in

section 4.4. In section 4.5.the predictions of this CLA model are

-compared with the experimental results for the 4TT and 5TT final

state. The models using quark diagrams and their consequences for

the ratio of a(pp •*• p ir TT ) and cr(pp ->• (o IT IT ) and for some angular

distributions are discussed in section 4.6. .--..

4.2 The original CLA model -—;•

After the success of the Regge theory in understanding important

features of two body final states models were developed for des-

cribing processes having three particles in the final state.

The amplitudes derived for these reactions were based on diagrams

where two Regge trajectories are involved.

Because a description with Regge pole exchange is only reliable

for large values of the subenergies (s. . ) of the particles,
l 1 " I "
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problems' arise when one tries to expand the Regge pole models to

n'-body final statesT(n>3). Chang Hong-Mo, J.Loskiewicz and

,W. W.M.Allison :;tk], were able to solve these problems by introducing

the CLA-model. The amplitude of this model combines a Regge pole

description for large s. . , a pure phase space description for
; a , ' l + l • - • - , • -• • - •. • • • . . ; . ;

processes'with low s. . + , and a smooth interpolation between

these two regions, the way in which this is done is here illustrated

by .calculating, the amplitude for the pp -> 2iT 2iT final state.

The cross section for the 4tr final state can be written as function

of the amplitude A in the following way:

• / '

dR,
4

4TT I ' 4tr' 4i:

where dR, is the Lorentz-invariant phase space element.

To derj'e A, multiperipheral graphs are used. The amplitude is

written as a sum of terms A.:
3

lA I2 - Z lA I2
1 tor' .t, ' i1 (4.1)

Here each A. stands for the amplitude for production of one definite

permutation of the four pions along the multiperipheral chain or,

in other words, for a multiperipheral graph. In the CLA model it is

assumed that the regions of phase space where the different graphs

mostly contribute do not overlap. Therefore all graphs contributing

to the 4TT final state are incoherently added.

To describe the main features of our experiment at 7.2 GeV/c the

original CLA model has been applied in two ways: first assuming

only nucleon exchange and thereafter taking both nucleon exchange

and A-exchange into account. When only nucleon exchange is assumed

the calculation of the amplitude for the 4ir final state is

comparatively simple because only one graph is then possible on

1
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account of conservation of electric charge

p n

P
-- '

n

... =

—'ii

The amplitude for this graph, A , is parameterized by using the

factorization: ^ ;

A =
1

d.
i

(4.2)

where d. . describes the production of the particles i and i+1

in a nucleon-antinucleon interaction, i.e. the process corresponding

to step i in the multiperipheral graph. For example, d describes
- + - ''

the process pp •> T.TU corresponding to the graph:

where p is the incoming antiproton and T̂  >TT are two of the four

outgoing pions.

The amplitude d. ... is a function of s- .., and t. •.,.
i , i***i 1, l"** I I , 1**" i

Here s. ., is the subenergy:

s. . , = (p. + p. ) 2

3

and t. . the four momentum transfer to the nucleon:
1 j J-* 1
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p. is the four momentum vector of the outgoing pion i.

It is noted that d. _. . will-. also depend on the off-shell incident

momenta for the two-body subprocesses, -i.e. on t-. . (i>l) arid

tj + . ^ ^ ( i ^ - l ) . This dependence is assumedjto be negligible.

The aim:of the authors'in introducing" the CLA model:was to construct

an amplitude that interpolates smoothly between an-amplitude

describing-Regge pole-exchange with a linear form for the Regge

trajectory at high energy and a constant amplitude at low energy.

Therefore the following parametrization was used for d. . ,:

ao

ii

h.s. ... + c.a
with g(s. )

The parameter b is relevant for the t-dependence of d. . while a

is an energy scale factor which determines the transition point

between "low" and "high" energy regions as will be shown.

The^parameter c is the constant real phase space amplitude.

If s. » a and s. . » b (4.3) results in:

V a j r~b~7 (4.4)
'••I

or h
s. .t

This indeed corresponds to a Regge pole contribution with a linear

Regge trajectory:

ot(t. ) = a + p.t. . ,
1,1+1 O 1.1+1
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where a is the intercept and 3 is the slope. The expression

h.e " i,i+l is an exponential residue function, where: h is the

product"of"the~toupling constants of the vertices involved "and A

theslope of the exponential t-dependence of/the-vertices. For a

given value of a the parameter A is a function of b.

r

The predictions of the model concerning t-dependence, and thus

also concerning the angular distributions, depend primarily on the

value of b.

If s. . , is small d. . , = c according to (4.3). This means that
i,i+l i,i+l ;~-

the process for the production of the pions i and i+1 is then

described by phase space.

It was already pointed out by the authors of the CLA model that '

c can of course, only describe.the production of non-resonant pion

pairs and not the production of resonances.

The calculations which were performed in order to compare the

predictions of the CLA model at 7.2 GeV/c with the experimental

distributions were done using the Monte Carlo phase space program

GO. All generated events were weighted with the product of the phase

space weight factor, delivered by GO, and the calculated value of

|A | . The weighted distributions of the Monte Carlo events were

finally normalized to the experimental distributions.

For the calculation of |A, ] one has to choose values for the

parameters h, c, a and b. The parameters h and c appear only in the

factor g(s. . ) of the expression (4.3) for the amplitude d. . .
1,1+1 r i,i+l

Because a normalization is done g(s. . ) can be written as:
1 y I T 1

*f s^ ^ > a the value of g is almost independent of s, when — >, 1.

Because the value of 1 results in a good description of the

experimental data this value was used for —. The choice .of the value
c 2

of the parameter a is also not critical. The value of 1 GeV , used

i
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in our calculations, agrees with the value mentioned by other

authors. It also agrees with the energy scale variable generally

used in two body Regge models.

The parameter b describes the exponential dependence on t.

and influences therefore the form of the angular distributions.

By making repeated calculations wherein only the value of b was
. _ • _ . • - . - • ' . 2 - . - . . , . ' 2

changed in steps of 0.5 GeV , it appears that;the value of 3.0 GeV

results in the best description of the angular distribution of the

charged pions. For ot and 13 the accepted values for the intercept y

and the slope of the exchanged nucleon trajectory were used:

a = -0.38 and 3 = 0.88 GeV~2 [17].

Besides nucleon exchange also the exchange of the A trajectory is

possible. When exchange of one, two or three A's is considered 22

graphs with A , A , A or A exchange contribute to the

pp -*• TT V TT~TT~ final state. Some examples are given in fig. 4.1.

-
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— TT
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(e)

Fig. 4.1 Diagrams with A exchange.
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r

— Each .diagram jsilL Jhave. its own specif icrinfluence^:on= tfrê  angular

distribution of|the pions;' Considering,"for :exaraple"diagram£(f),

the exchange Tof a" A :~ creates fa ir,(Tr}) Jgo ing approximately; in the

direction of ;the,p (p) or, "'in., other words, a. backward peak in the

angular distribution in the overall centre of mass system.

Most of the users of the CLA model neglect the exchange of A y ,:,

trajectories since the coupling of-these trajectories to pion and'\

nucleon is much weaker than the coupling of the baryon trajectory.'
h -i-

Therefore the factor — in the d. . for A exchange is multiplied 1

by a factor k, where k is the ratio of the coupling constants forC,

A and nucleon. However, because the intercept of the A -trajectory,

a^, is positive in contrast to the intercept of the baryon

trajectory, a N, the factor (s. + a)01 In (4.3) increases with

higher s. .,-for A exchange. Therefore the relative contribution

of graphs with A exchange increases with incoming antiproton

momentum [6].

The amplitudes A. for these graphs with A exchange have been

calculated in the same way as for the graph with nucleon exchange

alone.

For a,_b_and_=_the^-same--values-7as—f-or-nu'c-leon exchange-have~been
2 c 2 " •' • ! " •- - " • - '

used(l GeV , 3.0 GeV and 1 respectively)- But, of course, different
values for.a,3 and —must be used in the d-

c i,i-

the ladder with A exchange.

for processes in

The intercept a and the slope 6 of the A trajectory; are '.0.15 arid

0.89, respectivelyj- For k a value of 0.2 was chosen, based on

results of backward irp and ir p elastic scattering. This ratio of

coupling constants for A and nucleon trajectories was also used

by A.G.Frodesen et al.[6].

In the diagram with nucleon exchange only NNTT vertices are present.

In the diagram with A exchange NAir. and AATT vertices are involved,

for example in graph (a) and (b) of fig. 4.1:

%;>• -

11
- ?.

.:— --J

:• :f

-9 '• } |

""VI

(•! ' >

j';. _ '
!; - "--

:. f I-
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In both of these cases the same value of k.— is used, when
c

calculating d. ._... This means that the assumption is made that

a A particle and a huclebn couple in the same way to the A

trajectory. Also choosing one value of — for processes where a .:.-

nucleon is exchanged implies that it is also assumed that a A

particle couple to a nucleon Regge trajectory in the same way as

a nucleon.

Because h is the product of the coupling constants of the vertices

involved and because the total amplitude is a product of the factors

d. it can easily be seen that the simplification made does not
X 9 X"*" I - - -

influence the final r e su l t s in an important way.

As already mentioned for a and b the same values, 1 and 3 GeV

respectively, were used as for nucleon exchange.

All graphs contributing to the final s t a t e pp •> 2TT 2TT were inco-

herently added:

4ir' j=2
(4.5)

In the next section of this chapter the predictions of the CLA

model, using formula (4.5), are compared with the experimental data

of the pp ->• 2TT 2TT final state. '•5.

4.3 Comparison of the CLA model with data of the 4T\ final state

The influence on the angular distributions of including A exchange

diagrams has been studied for the 4TT final state. The distribution

of cosQ^i, the cosine of the angle between the TT (TV~) and the

incoming p(p) in the c.m.s., is shown in fig. 4.2 .The full curve

Y
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represents the result, of ,.the calculation with only nucleon exchange,

while the broken curve was obtained by using also the graphs with

A "exchange. From fig.34.2 it is clear that introducing graphs with

A exchange does not appreciably change the result of the CLA model

calculations.

On the basis of this result it may be safely, assumed:that also for

the 5TT final-state the effect of including A exchange is small.

Therefore graphs with A exchange are^not taken ;into account in the

next section,.where.resonances Tare included in the model.

This incorporation of resonances in the CLA model is necessary 13------

because the unmodified CLA model can not describe effective mass

distributions.

Fig. 4.2 The distribution of the cosine of the angle between

the TT (TT ) and the incoming p(p) in the cms for

the pp -»- 7r IT TT TT final state.

The explanation of the curves is given in the text.

4

I
f
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4.4 The modified CLA model including resonances

In theJDLAmodel, as describedrin section-4.2-resonance^production

was neglected. Because the cross section for resonance production at

7.2 GeV/c is high (see page 51) resonance production was introduced

in the model. Ch.de la Vaissiere [7] has described how to introduce

resonances in a rather simple way. His method will be used here.

As in the unmodified CLA model the following expression holds:

mr
A dR ""'
mr' •- mr

where n is equal to 4 or 5 for the 4tr and 5ir final state respective

ly. The nir final state is now built up from m subchannels in the

following way:

k=l
BW.Is

where BW = 1 when no resonances are present in the subchannel k.

BW, = a Breit-Wigner function when one resonance is present in

the_subchanne1_k.

BW. is the product of two Breit-Wigner functions if two
k _ _ ^ . „ _ - „ „ _ - -

resonances are present in subchannel k.

For the Breit-Wigner function the following expression was used:

BW(M) = -^
(M - T2/4

r .where-—is a normalizationf actor.

To the amplitude 1A_ | for the subchannel k, v diagrams contribute:

I
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where A, . is the amplitude for graph j contributing to subchannel

k.

In the unmodified CLA model A^ . was equal to

A^ . = n d. . . and
k,J i=l 1 > 1 + l

h.s. .

s. .

ca
Ui

I.I+I

Because only nucleon exchange is assumed only one a and (3 is
o

involved.

In this amplitude the following modifications are made:

2
1. Instead of s^ £+j = (p^ + PJ+J) the variable x^ ^ + 1 is used:

2. Instead of having one value of c, c now depends on the nature of

the mesons i and i+1 and is therefore different for each step i

in the diagram. Thus:

D . AM

where D is the isospin amplitude for the process NN -»• two mesons

i and i+1 and M is the number of mesons other than pions. X has a

value smaller than 1.

3. Comparing the predictions of the model with the experimental

distributions it is found that a value of b smaller than 3.0

(the value as used in section 4.2) results in a better

description of the angular distributions. But using this small

value of b the amplitude d. . will be small for backward
i,i+l

going pions (large negative values of t- i+i)~ Therefore the
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following t-dependence was assumed:

1 1i,i+l V *

where
-ti.i+i i f ti.i

^ ' + r t
i f t.

4. The parameter h. . . in the expression
— _ - 1 ) 1 t" I __ _ „"_

/ -8i,i+Psi,i+r s. . + a
1 ) 1*T* |

is now dependent on the two particles or resonances i and i+1,

involved in the graph, h^ ̂ +j is related to the coupling

constants, G, of these particles:

ii
G..G.
l 1+1

To find an expression for G it is assumed that the value of G

decreases when the mass of the meson involved M increases.
o

This assumption-is based on experimental:results.

Therefore the following expression was used:

G. = D_
1 I

. H.e
- Mo. / Mc

where D is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient between isospin
z

state 1,1 of the meson and the isospinof the coupled nucleon-
z

antinucleon pair.

For H and M the s;
c

Ch.de la Vaissiere [7b]:

For H and M the same values were taken as those used by

H = 3.5 (GeV) ' and M Q = 0.94 GeV

-'•"J
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• \

5. An external factor F, . is^introduced. :This;was done for the
' ".:V--^.lv-f..:-ll'H:.:"T::;"-~-- , "'

following reason. In the_high jenergy limits ( s i^i+ i >> a-)

I- -^i « «• -. . , = V c . G . ,"x-.i+l i,i+l l i+l

Introducing a factor F, . = Gj.Gn the product of all g^ ̂

multiplied by this factor F . is equal to G G .... G i

the high energy limit.

in

Summarizing, the modified amplitude Av • has the following

form: —. \ ~~~.. ~ ""..".• .

J b

and the fraction of subchannel k can then be calculated:

|2
I E K i
J 4_i K>JCt,

mr

^ dR
k niT

7iA dR
rnr' nit

The choice of the values for the remaining parameters used to

calculate the amplitudes is discussed now. The values of a and

B are of course still the same. The value of r describing.the t-

dependence is not critical. A value of 0.25 GeV~ has been chosen.

Besides the s-dependent terms the product of the terms g. ,-,,
l)I* I

determines the value of A, .. This means that the choice of the
k,j

parameters H and M ,in the expression for g. . , , dominantly
C x)1+1

determines the values of A .-and thus the values of the "fractions
-•k.j ; :

of the different subchannels. Because Ch.de la Vaissiere claimed

in his article to be able to describe, annihilation-into four and

five pions in a range of p momentum from 1 to 5.7 GeV/c with the

same set of parameters, the same values of H and M were used
c

at our energy. For this reason also the values of \, c and a
were chosen to be the same as those used by Ch.de la Vaissiers [7b]
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As already mentioned the value of b is smaller than in the unmodified

model. This value has been chosen because it results in the best

description of the angular distributions. The value of b used in our
2experiment (0.75 GeV ) differs from the value as used by

".- •--,_. • - 2 —

Ch.de la Vaissiire (1,25 GeV ). But studying his article it is clear

that because only one value of b was used to describe all experi-

mental angular distributions in the range of incoming beam momenta1

from 1 to 5,7 GeV/c, his choice is already not optimal for the .:

distributions Pat ' 5Y7^GeV/c_; .."-. ilSIIi^- ̂  y^ ! ̂

The values ofIM- andT used in theBreit-Wigner functions are the

same as used:for the"fit^of the fractions, as described in chapter

3 (see page 51). Because also the rest masses and the widths of the

resonances were fitted the width and the restmass of the p and

the f are different for the 4ir and 5TT final state. In table 4.1

the values of all parameters are listed.

In the generation of the events (see sect. 4.5) and in the

calculations of the amplitudes the same channels are included as

were used in the fit to the experimental mass distributions:

For the 4ir final state, neglecting A-exchange:

f IT IT
O

g TT TT

4TT

results in 3 diagrams

results in 3 diagrams

results in 3 diagrams

results in 1 diagram

So in total 10 diagrams are involved in the 4TT final state.

V
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X

c

0.5

1.4 GeV
-1

a = 0.88 GeV

b = 0.75 GeV2

a Q = -0.38

0.88 GeV

0.25 GeV

-2

-4

Mc= 0.94 GeV

H = 3.5 GeV
-1

4TT final state

M \GeV)
o

T(MeV)

P
f

0.73

1.23

1.71

100

140

130

5TT final state

o
P
+
f
01

0.75

0.75

1.26

0.775

130

130

160

60

Table 4.1 Values of parameters used in the CLA model.

For the 5TT final state:

P°TT

f TT

P^TT

0) TT

P±f
+
P-P

5TT

+TT

+

•n

V

TT
0
TT

-TT°

- O
TT
TT

+

+

results

results

results

results

results

results

results

in

in

in

in

in

in

in

12

12

4

3

3

3

5

diagrams

diagrams

diagrams

diagrams

diagrams

diagrams

diagrams

A total of 42 diagrams must therefore be taken into account for the

5TT final state.

4.5 Comparison of the modified CLA model with data of the 4T\

and 5TT final state

For the calculations events were generated using the program GO,

the distributions were obtained by weighting these events.

\
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This is described in [l].

The results of the calculations will be compared with the

experimental distributions for the 4TT final state.

In fig. 4.3 the cos9 + distribution is shown. The curve represents

the results of the modified CLA model. Comparing fig. 4.2 with

fig. 4.3 it is clear that the description of the angular distribution

with the CLA model, including resonances, is slightly better than

the two descriptions without resonances. But there is still some

discrepancy in the most backward bin.

>
Ui
b.
O
a.u
CO

2
3

250

20 0 -

150 -

100 -

"-1.0 -O.5 0.0

cose^t
0.5 1.0

Fig. 4.3 The cos0 + distribution for the 4TT final state.

The curve represents the results of the modified

CLA model.

The cos8 + and cos6 o distributions for the 5TT final state are
ir- ir

given in fig. 4.4 and fig. 4.5. The drawn curves result from the

CLA calculations. In both figures the predictions of the CLA

model deviate from the experimental distributions in the most

forward and backward bins.
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-1.0 -0.5 0.5

Fig.

0.0

coseKt
4.4 The cosQ + distribution for the 5TT final state.

The curve represents the results of the modified

CLA model.

1.0

>
u.
O
oc
ui
(B
2

250

200 -

150

100 -

"- .0

Fig. 4.5 The cosS^o distribution for the 5TT final state.

The curve represents the results of the modified

CLA model.
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The results of the calculations for the effective mass distributions

using the modified CLA model are shown in fig. 4.6 for the 4TT final

state and in the figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 for the 5TT final state.

The curves are obtained by generating events belonging to the

subchannels considered (see page 87). For each of these subchannels

the IT IT , TT—IT and IT IT Tr effective mass distributions of all

possible combinations have been added, each with the fraction as

predicted by the CLA model. In table 4,2 and table 4.3 the fitted

and the predicted fractions of the different subchannels are listed

for the 4TT and 5TT final state respectively.

channel

o + -
P TT TT

f TT TT

g°TT+Tr-

4TT

Table 4

4TT f i n a l s t a t e

f i t t e d %

40 + 10

4 0 + 1 1

20 + 12

0 + 34

.2

model %

38

18

9

36

5TT

channel

o + - o
P TT TT TT
, + - o
f TT IT TT

pWlT

0) TT TT_

p - f TT
+ O +

P-P T
5TT

2P°

If

EP-

Table 4.3

final state

fitted %

3 2 + 9

3 : ;
1 2 + 7

6.5+ 1

14 + 10

18 + 11

10 + [J
5 0 + 8

1 9 + 7

4 4 + 8

model %

19

8

28

6

5

18

17

37

13

51

As is clear from the table 4.2 and fig. 4.6 the production of f and

g in the 4TT final state is underestimated by the CLA model.

For the 5TT final state the pi production as predicted by the model

is too high, especially for the single p- production. The p° and f

production are underestimated by the model. For the f the largest

discrepancy is found in the channel with double resonance

production.
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2.4 3.2 4.0

Fig. 4.6 The TT IT effective mass distr ibution for the 4IT final

s t a t e . The curve represents the resul ts of the

modified CLA model.
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,M(Tt+iT)

2.4 3.0
(GeV)

Fig. 4.7 The ir IT effective mass distr ibution for the 5TT final

s t a t e . The curve represents the resu l t s of the

modified CLA model.
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(GeV )

Fig. 4.8 The TT-TT" effective mass distribution for the 5ir final

state. The curve represents the results of the

modified CLA model.
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Fig. 4.9 The 7T TT TT effective mass distribution for the 5ir final

state. The curve represents the results of the

modified CLA model.
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Besides the angular distributions of the charged pions also some

distributions of the production angle of resonances have been

calculated. In chapter 3, page 60. it was described how the

experimental distributions for the p in the 4TT final state and

the p°, p- and to in the 5tr final state were obtained. The figures

4.10, 4.U, 4.12 and 4.13 show these angular distributions together

with the results of the CLA model. The predictions of the CLA model

agree fairly well with the experimental data for the p and p- in

the 5TT final state. However, the experimental angular distributions

of the p in the 4TT final state and the oi in the 5v final state

disagree with the model in the most forward and backward bins.

Z
LJ
>
U)
U-
O
oc
LJ
CD

-10
-1.0

Fig. 4.10 The distribution of the production angle of the

p° for the 4ir final state. The curve represents

the results of the CLA model.

I
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150 -

-50
-1.0 -0.5 0.0

C O S 9p°

0.5

Fig. 4.11 The distribution of the production angle of the

p for the 5TT final state. The curve represents

the results of the CLA model.

-1.0

Fig. 4.12 The distribution of the production angle of the

p- for the Sir final state. The curve represents

the results of the CLA model.
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Fig. 4.13 The distribution of the production angle of the

0) for the 5TT final state. The curve represents

the results of the CLA model.

The model reproduces fairly well the fractions and the angular

distributions. Furthermore it is remarkable that except for the

value of b and the masses and widths of the resonances the same

set of parameters could be used as was used by Ch.de la Vaissiere

[7b] for the description of annihilation into four and five

pions at beam momenta between 1.2 and 5.7 GeV/c.

Some discrepancies between the predictions of the model and the

results of the experiment are present, but this had to be expected

because the annihilation reactions studied are complex and many

resonances are produced. This is reflected in the fact that for

the 4tf final state 10 and for the 5TT final state as many as 42

diagrams are involved.

The fact that in general a rather good description is obtained

leads to the conclusion that the diagrams contributing to the

different subchannels and used in the calculations account for the

I
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main features of the annihilation reactions studied, taking both

s. . , and t. . , channel mechanisms into account,
i,i+l i,i+l

The same occurs e.g. in dual models when moreover these mechanisms

are linked together in contrast with the modified CLA model where

they are introduced as two dynamically independent mechanisms.

Duality is expressed by quark diagrams, which will next be discussed

briefly.

4.6 A simple quark model applied to the pp

final state

o + - , -
p IT IT and pp TT TT

As already mentioned in the introduction of this chapter the so

called rearrangement model was introduced in 1966. The quark

diagram describing the rearrangement of quarks looks as follows:

V 2 (p°+ u>)

(a)

In this diagram there is no annihilation or creation of quark pairs

but only rearrangement of the quarks. An alternative way to

represent this quark diagram is as follows
u
u

d
u
u

where M , M and M are mesons.

Presented in this way the diagram shows clearly how each of the

three quark lines emits one meson. T.Fields suggested [15,16] that
+ — Q + _

for annihilation into 0) TT ir and p IT IT final states, quark re-

arrangement gives the most important contribution. Eylon and Harari,

however, considered for their description of annihilation processes

all quark diagrams possible. Thus diagrams in which the mesons are

1

• Yv

nit

\
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emitted from one or two lines (one-, two-line diagrams) like

diagram (b) and (c) respectively, were not neglected.

(c)

In this section predictions for the final states pp ->• u TT TT and

pp -> p TT TT are given, assuming first that only diagram (a)

contributes. By comparing the predictions with experimental data

it is shown that also diagrams of the type (b) and (c) must be

involved in the annihilation process.

Firstly, the well known formulae are given to build up the mesons

from the quark-antiquark states.

When a and b are the central particles of the SU(3) meson octet

with isospin 1 and isospin 0 respectively and c is the SU(3) singlet

particle in the same 3 ® 3 nonet, the three particles a, b and c

can be expressed in terms of upwards, downwards and sideways quarks

u, d and s in the following manner:

a = Vj (uu - dd)

b = V— (uu + dd - 2ss)

c = y— (uu + dd + ss)

(4.10)

The physical particles b' and cf are related to b and c using the

mixing angle 0.

b' = bcos9 - csin9

c1 = bsin9 + ccos0
(4.11)

The uu quark-antiquark pair can now be expressed in terms of the

physical particles a, b? and c' by:

W + Cos9) + c'(\£cos9 + sin9)f (4.12)

1
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The physical particle to is identified with c1, ip with b' and p

with a. For the vector meson nonet the mixing angle 9 is almost

equal to the ideal mixing angle, arctg/r-, corresponding to a b'

particle which is an si state without non-strange pairs,

A value of 40 is assumed.

Assuming that only the quark diagram describing the rearrangement

of quarks plays a role the following ratio for the amplitudes is

predicted:

V
ID

2

2
3.
2.

0
98

To test the predictions of the model for the ratio of the square of
2

the amplitudes |A| the experimental cross sections at different

energies [18] have been divided by the three particle invariant

phase space integral and multiplied by the flux. Fig. 4.14 shows

the various values of |A| . The straight lines correspond to the

parameterization

|A|2 = c(s/so)
B

where B and C are constants and s is the c m . energy squared for

pp at 7.2 GeV/c.

From fig. 4.14 it is clear that the ratio of 0) and p amplitudes

is larger than one and seems to increase with energy at incoming

beam momenta above 3.6 GeV/c.

In the three-line quark diagram the three mesons are emitted from •!

three different quark lines. So, assuming an independent dynamical -•;

behaviour of the three quarks, one expects that the angular ii

distributions are flat in the c.m.s. for the three mesons. '-

The experimental angular distributions are clearly peripheral and

certainly not isotropic. Furthermore, the c.m.s. experimental

distribution of the cosine of the angle between the p or OJ and the

\
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plab 7.2 (GeV)

1C.0

(GeV)

Fig. 4.14 The energy dependence of |A| for pp -*• oi ir TT and
- o + -
pp -»• p tr TT . The lines represent the fit to

|A|2 = C(s/s ) B .
o

incident p looks similar for p TT TT and to it IT (see pages 61, 62),

However, for the analogous distributions of the TT (IT ) and the

incident p(p) one observes a difference between the w TT+TT~ and

the p TT TT final states (fig. 4.15 a and b). The same effect can

be observed at 3.6 GeV/c [19].

Summarizing: the angular distributions at 7.2 GeV/c and the ratio

of the cross sections for pp •> u TT IT and pp -> p TT TT final states

at different energies disagree with the predictions based on the

simple quark rearrangement model.

However, these features can be qualitatively explained in the

framework of the model of Eylon and Harari. In that case one has

to consider for the reactions pp -+• 0) TT ir and pp -> p TT IT one three-

line diagram, seven two-line and six one-line diagrams. Although

this implies that deriving quantitative predictions is almost

\
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impossible, some qualitative remarks can be made. The amplitudes

for u) IT TT and p ir IT production in annihilation are no longer
o

predicted to be equal, since the u or p can also be emitted by a

d quark in a large number of diagrams. Concerning the angular

distributions one can remark that emission of several mesons from

one quark line implies an ordering of their longitudinal momenta,

and gives rise to peripheral behaviour.

Therefore the conclusion can be drawn that the measured oi/p

ratio and the observed angular distributions at 7.2 GeV/c do not

agree with the predictions of the simple quark rearrangement model,

but that the deviations can be explained qualitatively by using

the more general study of Eylon and Harari, where in addition one-

and two-line diagrams are considered.

"1
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SUMMARY

This thesis is based on data acquired in an antiproton proton

experiment at a beammomentum of 7.2 GeV/c. In this experiment 220K

pictures of the CERN 2m HBC were measured.

The subject of this thesis is the description of the annihilation

reactions wherein four charged pions and, if any, uncharged

particles are produced.

In chapter \ is described how a choice is made when to one track

more particles can be assigned. Also the way to determine in which

part of the bubblechamber a good measurement of the momentum is

possible is described. At the end of this chapter the percentage

IT and y mesons present in the antiproton beam is calculated.

Chapter 2 is dedicated to the determination of the cross sections

for several annihilation reactions. Because, for the analysis a

pure sample is necessary, a description is given of methods to

remove the contamination by events belonging to other final states

and of the correction which is applied for the presence of such a

contaminat ion.

In chapter 3 firstly the methods used to determine the cross

sections for the channels with single or double resonance production

are described. Then angular distributions of the pions and production

angular distributions of some resonances are given. At the end of

this chapter some methods to diminish the background in the

channels with resonance production are tested.

Two models to describe annihilation reactions are treated in

chapter 4. Firstly the so called CLA model, a model based on multi-

peripheral graphs, is described and the predictions are compared

with the experimental data of the pp -*• T T W ' I T " final state.

Then a modified version of the CLA model wherein resonance
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production is incorporated is introduced. For the parameters the

same values as used at lower energies and in other experiments

were used. This modified CLA model predicts for the

pp •+ TT IT TT IT ("FT ) final states a set of fractions, for the sub-

channels present, which agree fairly well with the experimental one.

Also the angular distributions are well described.

In the second part of chapter A a simple quark model is applied to
- o + - - + —

the pp •+ p IT IT and pp •+ u IT TT final states. The most important

conclusion that is drawn from this application is the fact that the

experimental data can not be understood when only the quark diagram,

wherein no quark antiquark pairs are annihilated or created, is

considered. It appears that more quark diagrams are playing a role.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift is gebaseerd op de gegevens van een antiproton

proton experiment bij een bundelimpuls van 7.2 GeV/c. In dit experi-

ment werden 220.000 foto's van het CERN 2 meter bellenvat gemeten.

Het onderwerp van dit proefschrift is de beschrijving van de annihi-

latiereacties waarbij vier geladen pionen worden geproduceerd,

eventueel nog vergezeld van ongeladen deeltjes.

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt beschreven hoe een keuze wordt gemaakt als aan

ëén spoor meerdere deeltjes kunnen worden toegekend. Vervolgens

wordt weergegeven hoe bepaald is in welk gedeelte van het bellenvat

een goede impulsmeting mogelijk is. Tot slot wordt het percentage

1 en p mesonen berekend dat aanwezig is in de antiproton bundel.

Hoofdstuk 2 is gewijd aan de bepaling van de werkzame doorsnede voor

verschillende annihilatiereacties. Omdat voor de analyse een zuivere

verzameling nodig is wordt beschreven welke methodes gebruikt zijn

om verontreiniging, tengevolge van gebeurtenissen die tot een

andere eindtoestand behoren te verwijderen en hoe gecorrigeerd is

voor een dergelijke verontreiniging.

In hoofdstuk 3 worden eerst de methoden beschreven die gebruikt zijn

om de werkzame doorsneden voor kanalen met enkele of dubbele

resonantieproduktie te bepalen. Vervolgens worden hoekverdelingen

van de pionen en produktiehoekverdelingen van enkele resonanties

gegeven.

Tot slot van dit hoofdstuk worden enkele methoden, om de achtergrond

in kanalen met resonantieproduktie te verminderen, getest.

Twee modellen om annihilatiereacties te beschrijven worden behandeld

in hoofdstuk 4. Eerst wordt het zogenaamde CLA model, een model

gebaseerd op multiperifere diagrammen, beschreven en de voorspel-

lingen vergeleken met de experimentele resultaten voor de

A
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pp •> V TT ïï ïï eindtoestand. Daarna wordt een versie van het CLA

model, waarin ook de produktie van resonanties is bevat, geïntro-

duceerd. Voor de parameters zijn dezelfde waarden gebruikt als

bij lagere energieën en in andere experimenten. Dit gewijzigde

CLA model voorspelt voor de pp ->• ïï ÏÏ ÏÏ ÏÏ (ÏÏ ) eindtoestanden een

verzameling fracties, voor de verschillende sub-kanalen, die

redelijk goed overeenstemt met de experimenteel gevonden fracties.

Ook de hoekverdelingen worden met dit model goed beschreven.

In het tweede gedeelte van hoofdstuk 4 wordt een eenvoudig quark

model toegepast op de pp •> p ïï ïï en pp •> CJ ïï ïï eindtoestanden.

De belangrijkste conclusie die getrokken wordt uit de toepassing

van dit quark model is dat de experimentele gegevens niet ver-

klaard kunnen worden door slechts het quark diagram, waarin geen

quark antiquark paren worden vernietigd of worden geproduceerd,

te beschouwen. Het blijkt dat meerdere quark diagrammen een rol

spelen.

I
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